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“IS THERE ANT HOPE?”

' With greater or less empliasis this question surges 
through every grade of the community, and, silently or 
openly, mccts us at every change we make. Experience 
has tauglit ns not to ask it about nature, for we know that, as 
by magic, the Master-Hand AoncheS some seoret spring, 
and lo ! almost simultaneously in the same section's, there 
is bud, leaf, and blossom, a marvel of beauty ! It may be . 
cloudy, perchance “ a dajrk day,” but we are sitre that the 
sun will rise, Hood the world with light, then retire amid 
a blaze of glory transcending Oriental tales, to be again 
followed by the stately niarch of ^gapoin and stars as they 
take their places in the vaulted dorne. '

Very early the child begins this refrain over his allotted 
task or hard lesson, and it keeps pace with hini through 
every round of the ladder to literary or social distinction.’ 
How many pillows are wet, through this spray, and what 
prayers are wrung from our misgivings! How’ it rolls up 
in the mothcr’s breast, as she detects embryotic seed in 
her little ones, which, unless diverted, will yielcr a baleful . 
crop! How it deepens, as she ^ealizes that habits are be- 
coniing fixed, which ever bring,.ruin in'their train, and 
that the temptations she so dreaded have at last tri- 
uniphed, and are bearing fruit! '
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'Who shall teil its force to the wife, as through the gate 
of intemperance, ehe seea every manly quality diminish, 
and the lover, husband, and father become a loathing and 
terror ? ' She left the fond and trusted, and ventured all 
for hiua. Behold povertjf, abuse, entire overthrow, save 
her own womanhooä, whi<fh now shields her darlings, and 
with bleeding fingere keeps the wolf from the door 1 See 
its iyipersonation in the bowed head of that venerable 
man. His son is a defaulter! And again, in the bleached 
hair of yon tpttering widow. Her son is being tried for 
mürder! ■

Alas, alas! how the plot thickens! What wails here for 
lost honor, and there over wrecked purity! Who is suß- 
ficient fpr these things? We are interested in the striv- 
ings of all studentS1, of whatever name and grade 5 those 
of every hue, who are seeking a nißhe of usefulness or 
fame. We take the dip of their wave, and rise or de- 

■ scend with them. We are not unmindful of those who are 
oppressed in mind, body, or dbtate; but since they as indi- 
viduals'are not degraded, büt unfortunate, we look to a 
more robust public sentimept to extricate them from the 
meshes which entangle, and” the cords which bind. How 
we pity such as make night hidepus by their oonvulsive 
laughter, whose Steps are lea^ing to certain blight! As yet 

' remorse has not come to them ;they are füll of insolence 
and bravado — they have not touched the solid base of 

. reality—they have not come to themselves. But how 
we are impressed, when like Magdalens they kneel before 
us, and in tones of anguish ask, “Is there any hope?” 
Then advances nearer the trial of our faith. Can He be 
God and father, who is not equal to all things ? He pro- 
vides for blades of grass and ground-worms, and will He 
fail ‘ humanity ? He bears our dear ones to a plac^r of 
safety,- and we sä^ it is well. What will He do with the 
erring and sinful, who so need his healing ? Will He cast 
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out the prodigal? Will He cry, ühclean, unclean! Depart 
frotn ine, I never knew ypu ? Will He stifle-with smoke; 
will He bum with fixe; will He annihilate as not worth 
saving ? He might, if He were finite like us, but He is Infi
nite. He does not trip. His vision is clear. He sees to the 
end. Did He create on purpose to destroy*? Could abso
lute love do that ? How then will He extricate us ? Will 
He co±pel us to better methods 1 Will He Iure us into 
pleasant fields through sweet odors ? Will He pamper, 
coax, and remove us in golden chariots 1 Will He strew 
our path with roses, and entrance our senses? Not at aU. 
He gives outside assistance: He paves the road, unseals '. 
the eye, äoftens the heart; but He leaves the subject for 
contemplation,— to say, “I will arise, and go for succor.” 
Aspiration must be quickened from the very depths of 
humility. Salvation is secured by thorough penitence. : 
We are not to be lionized and ßted, but to walk through 
the valley towards our ascension. There is no eure unless 
we reform, and that determination once formed, we - 
must submit to its great cost, — do any honest work for 
the imperative crust. We can conquer, and so answer 
the query, “ Is there any hopq!? ” Yes, friends, always: 
There is an outlet for e very. Wanderer whatever false trail 
inay have entrapped his feet There is a remedy for all 
defects in society, and each of its members; but there is . 
scathing retribution too. There is no sex in right and 
wrong. The curtains, whether satin or tatters, in palace, 
club, or hüt, must be tom dowb. Each must stand at the 
bar; and who shall measure the power and meaning of । 
those words, “ Am I my brother’s keeper ? ” to those who, 
under the garb of religion, philanthropy, and moral teach- 
ers, have lure’d, won, and ruined conntless victims of their 
care ? The word of the Lord to all is, Tum from the 
falsity of your ways, and walk nomore in them. Replace 
the old with th^ new. 0ur hearts aright, we shall\8ense 
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the meaning of the invitation, “ Come up higher.” We 
shall love the best fpr itsown sake,and so scorn any com- 
promis$ with truth. We shall be in harmony with the 
Divine, and ready to verify the injunction, “ Bear one 
anothe^s bürdens. And sb, there is hope For all!

i
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THE ANCHOR OF HOPE.

BT ELIZABETH L. WATSON. '

Hold fest to the anchor of Hope, feint heart, 
While tbe waves of sorrow roll high, ■ 

For the storm-kiug shall hear Faith’s voice and depart, 
Leaving once more a cloqdless sky. .

And thy ship shall saQ on the biHows free, 
That beat on the sunset shore, ’ .

Where tnany loved ones are waiting for thee, 
And “ farewell" is heard nevermore.

E’en now pale iris-tints shine on the' clonds, / 
And the tossing waves blossom out white, j 

As daisy-blooms smile frotn the bosöm of shronds,
Or star-blooms embroider the night 1 । -

For love-thongjits lost on the echoleas air.
And prayers that seem nttered in vain, 

Are caught in the clasp of our Father’a care, 
lAnd answered again and again:

Answered with love that is fentndlessand true, 
With a wisdom fer higher than ours; ■

A patience that soon will create ns anew, i 
And deck all life’s deserts with flowera.

Theo hold to the anchor of Hope, feinthearf, 
- Whatever thy .sotto ws may be, * |
For the day is at hand when the storms shall depart,

And love’s sunlight langh over the sea I ।
I

. I
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MODERN AMERICAN SPIRITUALISM; '
. OR, '

A HISTORY OF TWENTY YEARS OF OPEN COMMÜNION 
BETWEEN THE WORLD OF SPIRITS AND MORTALS.

« BT a

EMMA HARD INGE BRITTEN. .

VOL. n. — CH APTER II.
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II.

MODERN SPIRITÜALISM IN AMERICA PRIOR TÖ THE 
DATE OF THE ROCHESTER KNOCKTNGS.

CHAPTER n.

Early Spiritual Manifeslalions in America, continued from Chapter 
I.—'Revelations of Spiritual Existente. — Trance Speaiäng..— Miss 
Rachel Baker.— The LitÜe Preacher of Saybrook.—Manifesiations 
in the Families of Mosers. Bode and Barron.

“ How pure in heart and sotmd in head, •
With what divine affections bold,
Should be the man whose tHoughts would hold 

An hour’s communion with the dead 1
Tenntbon. . .

The following narrative, from the pen of Dr. Joseph 
Warren, D. D., fonnerly an eminent preacher of the Epis- - 
copal feith in Tennessee, is not only vouched for on the 
authority of its respected dad venerable author, but has . 
been carefully investigated and testified to by several liv- 
ing witnesses, one of whom (Squire Fisher) was actually ' 
present at the s6ances described in the narrative. Dr. 
Warren, now a resident at Rome, in Italy, favors the au* 
thor with pennission to publish his narrative in full, re- 
serving only the real name of the family chiefly inter
ested, for reasons which will appear sufficiently obvious to 
every intelligent reader.

We shall endeavor to preserve, as for as possible, the 
phraseology of our esteemed correspondent; but as the 
narrative occupies for more space thon would confonn to 
the limits of our record, we must content ourselves by
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giving such quotations as will be found of the most inter
esting character. • '

It was in the year 1830 that Dr. Warren was solicited 
to fill the pulpit of a dear old friend, and formei; College corn- 
panion of his, who had been suddenly struck with paraly
sis. The doctor had secluded himselffrom his ministerial 

■ duties for several past months on account of ill health, and 
an ardent desire to devote his time to literary pursuits; 
but deeming that the change from his city residence in 
N., to the quiet of his friend’s country parsonage might 
prove congenial to his present condition, he determined 
to comply with the invitation in question. Besides these 
merely personal inducements, there were others of a 
deeply sympathetic kind, which influenced his decision.

The Eev. Mr. W------, the friend whom he designed to
•oblige, had been the fäther of a son, whose wild and dis- 
solute career had recently been terminated by self-destruc- 

■"tion. Rumor alleged that if the unhappy young man had 
■ not put an end to his life by a deed of violence, the law 

was prepared to avenge upon him more than one act of 
murder, perpetrated, as it was currently reported, on the 
victims of his lawless passions. It was the shame and 
anguish of mind occasloned by the iniquitous career of 
this wretched son, that had reduced Mr. W--- to that
condition .of helplessness ih which the aid of his kind and 
sympathizing friend, Dr. Warten, had been solicited.

On arriving at the scene of his intended labors, Dr. 
‘. Warren found that the mansion and grounds formerly 

occupied by Mr. W--- ’s family had been abandoned
since the tragic death of his son; in fact, the parent afid 
child had long been estranged from each other, and the 
latter had pursued his course of riot and dissipation in the 
oncestately family mansion, whilst his justly offended 
father had removed to a small cottage, situated as far as 
possible from the home thus desecrated.
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Here Dr. Warten took up his abode, and here for some 
monthg he continued to minister to his sufiering friend, 
and' rural parishioners, with ever increasing acceptance. 
Dr. Warten goes on to say: —

After a fewweeks’ residence in the parish which Ihad taken ander my 
care, I began to be aware that stränge rumore were prevalent concerning 
the tfonse formerly occupied by my old friend, and of late abandoned to 
the pccupancy of his profligate son. I was informed that the most un- 
accolintable Sounds and ghostly sights had been recently manifested there. 
All the usual fictions current concerning haunted houses were revived in 
this case, with circumstances of added terror and evd report The house 
was a large, handsome'Southern’ residence, closely embosomed in thick 
pine woods, and Yemoved about two miles from any other habitation.

Despite its ntterly secluded Situation, and the evil reputation which 
attached to it, the lovely woods and shady forest patbs that surrounded 
it had become a favorite resort of the children in the neighbprhood; and 
it was from the fearful disturbances that they encountered in their sporta < 
near the mansion, that the first tidings of hauntings had been derived.

In a little while the rustics, who had occasion to pass through the 
woods, and now and then the sportsmen pureuing their game in its well 
stocked preserves, encountered, as they alleged, ghostly forms and 
fearful apparitions, whilst shrieks, groans, and concussive sounds of tre- 
mendous power, echoed and reecboed from the park-like avenues that 
surrounded the building, u making night hideous,” and compelling a 
strict but fruitless search to discover the source of these disturbances. 
On more than one occasion I was informed, by wholly reliable witnesses, - 
that the mansion bad been seen through the woods at night brilliantly 
illuminated; figures had been discerned passing before the Windows, and 
fiitting along the terraoes and through the conrts ; but when a determined 
body of the villagers sallied fbrth to ascertain who had thua invaded the 
solitude of the place, the lights vanished, the forms disappeared, and the 
most profound stillness succeeded to a loud hum of voices, and a Chorus 
of sobs. “ The next morniug, when I and four of my most skeptical ac- 
quaintances visited the house,” added one of my informants (Deacon 
Harvey), “ I pledge my honor that there was not a fbotprint to be fbund 
in the dust that covered the rooms, passages, and stairways, and that too 
in the very chambers and galleries which I had with my own eyes seen 
blazing'with lights, and crowded with forms of men and women passing 
and repassing.”

As time rolled on, the reports of the hauntings became more frequent 
and circumstantial. Numbers of persons, in whose good sense and
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veracity I had entire confidence, visited the ■ place, and gave me direct ■ 
and firat-hand accounts of their alarming experiences. The affair at 
length hegan to aasume an authentic and' serious pspect, and thia was 
confirmed by a cautiously written acconnt which appeared in the G------ '
Citizen, in which the editor detailed hia experiences in visiting the pos
sessed mansion, in Company with Renben Jacobs, Esq., a magiatrate of 
Tennessee, and Mr. Stephenf Moss, the celebrated engineer. As both 
theae^entlemen were personally known tb me, and their Statements re- 
specting the sigbts and sounds they had encountefed were boldly af- ' 
firmed over their own signatures, I began to attach a degree of impor- 
tance to the caae which I ahould never eise have associated with a tale 
of the ao-called “ supernatural.” My final pesolve to enter npon an in
vestigation of these myateries for myself, was confirmed by an acconnt 
given me of several days’ exploration" uf JJie haunted dwelling, by my 
feiend and parishioner, Mr. Fisher, ex-maydr of N------ , and a man npon
whose calm judgment and deliberate power of observation I feit fiilly 
able to rely. Thia gentleman assured me he had several times con- 
fronted the apirit of yonng W------ , and the fbrms.of two girls suppoaed
to have been murdered by him, and that in the open light of day, and 
with a tangibility of appearance which admitted of no döubt or questiotr. 
He affirmed that he himselfj with Renben Jacobs, and Deacon Harvey, 
had sat in an empty chamber, on the bare floor, and all of them had- 
simultaneously seen two women, in garmenta staiued with blood, rise np 
feom the floor and flee across the apartment, pursued by the shadowy 
form of yonng W——. As the apparitions diaappeared, the lond report 
of a muaket was heard, and that not only by themselves, bnt also by a 
crowd of peraons who had fbllowed the gentlemen to the houae, bnt feared 
to enter with them. They added, that aa they aat on that floor, they 
heard over aixty distinct kuooks, the nnmber of which they counted, 
sonnding on the very planks beneath Jhemj and proceeding with just aa 
much force when they atationed1 Squire Fisher in the empty room below, 

' in which he-and two other watchers testified that they heard the'knocks
but could not find any cause to abcount for them. ....

Now althougn I heard all thia, and more to the same effect, feom 
’ peraons whose veracity I estqemed at the same rate as my own, I deter- , 

mined to visit the acene of the hauntings, and investigate their nature 
alone, befere I feit justified in abandoning what I deemed tp be the aafe 
ground of incredulity, on the possibility of the dead revisiting the earth, 
and cauaing their presence to be known through the stränge and occult 
means here detailed.

I thought then, as I now know, that any Information concerning the 
condition of the spiri^ after death is vague, unaatisfaotory, and founded
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upon mere theoretical opinions, for which we had no foundation in proven 
facts. I deemed that any channals which could conduct us into some 
nfore assured knowledge of what the Jife hereafter might be, would prove 
of inestimable benefit to mankind, and do more to strengthen our faith 
In immortality, and determine the character of .human conduct for good 
or evil, than all the sermons upon speculative religion that were evfir* 
preached. As a minister of religion myself— as one who had yentured 
to assert the fact of män’s immortality, but who conld only prove it from‘ 
the traditions of the past or the hearsay of the fathers, I deemed it my 
solemn duty to avail myself of any clue which could open up to me an 
assurance of-the doctrines I taught, and transmute faith into actüal 
knowledge. Besides these pleadings of duty, I remembered, with some 
shade of awe, and not a little perplexity, certain experiences I had gone 
thxongh in a visit to Europe, and as a Bojourner amongst spme French 
savants, mach given to the practices of animal magnetism. These 
gentlemen, at a pleasant assemblage where occnlt philosophy was the 
theme of ourt conversation, had assured me I was a “ fine magnetic sub- ■ 
ject,” and begged me to allow myself to be put into the mesmeric sleep.. 
As a mere matter of curiosity, I consented to their’ request; but the re- 
sults were such as I little anticipated, and can never forget. I became 
lost to thia earth and its surronndings, and fbtmd myself in realms of 
beauty, peace, joy, and harmony, the memory of which I can never re- 
call even now without tears. On every side of me I saw multitudes of 
radiant people with glorious forms, shining apparel, and beautifol fhces. ' 
Some of these divine-Iooking beings I perceived wore the Identity of 
those I had once known on earth, but whom I had long since regarded 
as dead. Amongst*them was the form of my blessed and mach loved 
mother ; also a loVely little sieter, wl^, marvelous to relate, still pre- . 
served her identity, and was known to me, although ehe had grown up 
into a peerless and angelio-looking womau. There were several other 
weü-remembered and dearly loved sojourners of earth, all of whom I 
should bave only looked to. meet again amongst the dust and ashes of 
the grave. .

These glorious beings wore no wings, hence were not angels; and that 
they were Images only, I could not tbink at the time, for they nodded, 
smiled,' bowed, and beckoned to me, like living beings. Their presence, 
too, filled me with a wondrous sense of delight, and one or two of them 
spoke tö me, though it was the misfortune of my aller life that I 
could not remember what they said. I beheld one wonderfiil thing 
in this scene of paradise which perplexed *me more than all qthers. 
At times I. saw human beings of a most horrible and repulsive ap- 
pearance, and of different degrees of blackness and density.' These
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wretched-Iooking objects were all surrouoded by an atmosphere which 
seemed to correspond in color and tbicknesa to their own bodies; and 
what was most astonishing, was the fact that T often saw them, and the 
bright beings surrounded by light and bloom, advance towards each 
other with inconceivable sv'iftnesa, and such a terrific momentum, that X 
looked' to see tbem shivered to .pieces by the shock ; but instead of this, 
I p^iceived that they litersflly passed through each other’s forms, and 
that tvithout betraying the j least consciousness of meeting, seeing, or . 
even being aware of the others* presence............. •

In subsequent sdances — for I practiced with these mesmeiists for 
several months — I saw the solution of this singulär problem. I per- 
ceived that the degrees of density of eveiy World or atmosphere corre- 
sponded to the beings who dwelt witbin it, and that finer and more sub- 
limated spheres and spirits penetrated and inhabited the grosser and 
denser; thus a vast* number of spheres and spirit people inhered tö- 
gether, in visible to each other, yejzrelated like water in a crystal, micro

* scopic creatures in water, gases in the creatures, electricily in the gases, 
and the innermost invisible life principle in alL I could see World withiu 
world, spheres of sublimated refinement, brightness, and beauty, penetrating 
witbin and within and still within the grosser and denser. I could see 
tlie forms of the dwellers in these ihterlacing atmospheres piercing each 
other, invisible all to each other; but for me to look upon them in this 
interior unfoldment, was very wonderfdl and very awful. .'. . . .

It was on a quiet sutnmer’s evening that I Iband myself, after a long 
ramble in the pine woods, snddenly. Standing before a melaucholy-looking, 
deserted mansion, the park-like approach to which, with its broad veran- 
dabs, open conrts, and shattered appearance, convinced me I had chanced 
upon the very spot which I had so often designed to visit

The occasion seemed propitious to my intentiou ; and as no human 
being appeared to be within, or abont the place, I resolved to explore it 
at once, and to do so in the thorough spirit of a fearless investigator.

I had no sooner made my way through the open doors and halls into 
a suite of apartments which had once been used as reception rooms, than 
I experienced a Sensation of fear, dislike, and repulsion, which I had 
never known before. A sndden chill pervaded my whole frame, and a 
strongly-defined Impression, almost as clear as a voice, höre these words 
in upon my mind: There is a gulf between the living and the dead 
which bumanity cannot endure to fatbom.

Again I thought, or something seemed to make me think: How ter- 
rible is the approach of unbodied spirit 1 The mortal cannot stand in 
the presence of the immortal and live. Such Sentiments as these op- 
pre<sed me with atiameless and iudescribable sense of horror. I would
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have given all I possessed, aye, even years of my life, to fly the place, ’ 

' and yet I could not move. The whole atmosphere seemed to be full of
spirit, and that of a horrible and repulsive character. “ How dreadful ■ t 
is this place 1 ” was the thought which at length sbaped itself into words, ■■ 
and with their shuddering utterance, I knew that 1 bad broken some ■ 
spell. Instantly I perceived that a woman, young, once fair, but hate- 
ful and antago.nistic to my mortal being, had entered the hall and was 
gliding swiftly towards me. Had no relief- interposed to save me from. 
waking, conscious contact witb this being, tbe horror of that moment 
would, I am certain, have terminated my earthly existence ; but Just then, 
as if by a providential interpositiou, three gentlemen of the neighbothood, _ 
one of wbom'was my intimate friend, Squire Fisher, entered the apart- - 
ment from a long gallery which thiy had been traversjng on the cppo- -
site side to that from which the spirit had bome down npon me. The . - 
pang of horror on the one hand, and the relief of mortal companiönship 
on- the other, served, as has since appeared, to produce a shock which 
threw me instantly into the mesmeric condition to which I have above '
alluded, and oue which my French experiences had rendered familiär to . <
me. ■

My friends subsequently informed me they were horror-struck to - 
perceive me lying on the ground cold, and as they at-flrst deemed, • 
lifeless, but wben one of the party strove to raise me,'I threw him off, . 
and Standing up right, I began to speak in a decided and unfamiliar män
ner, bidding them have no fear, for tbat I was “ entranced,” aud should' . 
converse with the spirits who inhabited that possessed mausion. By my 
command, some rüde seats were improvised, and, lighted only by the rays 
of the full moon Streaming in brighdy through tbe broken panes of the 
shattered Windows, the amazed visitqrs remained listening to the revela- ■ 
tions which I poured forth under what“purported to be the influence.of ■
tbe riseu soul of the unhappy suidde, the son of my friend Mr. W------ .
• Speaking not as, myself [Dr. Warren], but as Marcus W------ , I de- .
clared that I was as much a living man ns 1 had ever been, and more- * 
over that I dwelt in that same house still, and should eontinue to do so '
until my spirit was freed from the bonds which ebained me to it. 1 de- 
sired iny visitots to speak to me, and when, in awe and confusion, they -
at first began imperfeetly to questiou, bnt finally to press their queries 
with eagemess and intelligence, they leamed from me, still speaking as 1 
the spirit of the nnfortunate suicide, tbat there is no real death, only a ' 
change of bodies, or outward coverings to the soul ; that with every one 
of thesc chnnges the soul enters upon an inner spbere to the place, scene, 
aud surroundiugs which it forinerly occupied; that its ability to change ’ 
its locale, or place of abode, depended wholly upon the power it bad ac-
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quired in its previous state of existence.. That where the moral excellence 
of the soul was great and exalted, its conditioü was correspondingly pure, 
beautifiil, and refined ; that where tüe spirit was mighty in intellectual 
and moral worth, its powers were almost unbounded ; whilst its capacity 

1 to roatn through and master the various conditions of many spheres of 
being wgre so enlarged, that such' spirits appeared to men like gods, and 
wäre, Jn reality, tutelary spiritk or “ Guardian Angels.”

Being urgentiy qnestioned why the spirit of Marcus W----- continued
to haunt >nd' disturb that place, I replied, in bis name, that 1 was com- 
pelled to do so. That the strengest part of my earthly magnetism had 
been poured out in that place; that crime was strong passion; Strong 
passion ever liberated strong magnetism ; and that human magnetism 
fonned “ tractors,” or magnetic points, which drew the spiritual body to 
tbemselves, and *bound it as forcibly as chains forged of the magnetism of 
the universe. They asked of the possessing spirit if it had companions, 
and who were the female forms so often described by affrighted watchers; 
also what produced the frightful noises that pierced the awful solitude. 
The possessing spirit replied, through my lips, that thousands of wretched 
beings like himself were attracted to bis society, and that it was a part 
of the law of tbeir lives that, as the remembrance of their critnes re- 
turned to them (and when was it ever absent? he said), they were sur- 
rounded by the images called up by their. thoughts, and seemed madly 
impelled to deal blows at those images, and repeat again and again, in 
frenzied misery, all the scenes which crowded in npon their minds 
It was at such times, he said, that their cries, groans, and acts resounded 
through the heavy atmosphere of their prison house into the atmosphere 
of eartb, and became palpable alike to the sfense of sight and hearing.

When asked if he was sorry for the wjongs he had committed, he re
plied he was sometimes, but at other times he was possessed by an un- 
controllable desire to repeat it (all again and again, and that that was hell, 
and he could not escape front it Here he was questioned-as to whether 
the Catbolic idea, that the prayers and penances perfbrmed by others 
could avail him, had any foundation in fact. He answered eagerly in the 
affirmative, assuring bis hearers that the ■ strong sympathy of human 
spirits, when directed towards the earth-bound soul, gave it Psycho
logie strength, and aided it to pray for itself, and ultimately to repent, 
reform, 'and rise out of its bonds into a condition of ebange analogous to 
death ; that when the imprisoned spirit had passed through tlüs second 
death, it entered into a finer, purer inner<sphere, and he believed would 
have the opportunity to progress, as he bad been told, etemally; but 
he didn’t know ; he was not ready for death for bis part. He kept on 
repeating and repeaQng the scenes of earth, and he supposed, until he bad 
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outgrown them, he could not escape from the horrid necessity of going 
' over them. He only knew he was infinitely wretched, and longed for, 

but could not die, this second death.
One of the interlocutors here asked if he and the unhappy spirits 

around him had any teachers with them, any guardian angel» to help 
them progress. Here a violent shuddering shook my frame, and the 
obsessing spirit replied, with bitter curses, tbat oflen and often they saw ’ 
bright lights flashing ämidst them, and they knew they were the spirits 
of purer and beiter spheres, come to try and reform them. Sometimes, 
he added, they heard celestial voices ürging them to pray, and strive to 
banish the horrid desires that oppressed them.

There .were some, the spirit added, who followed these lights with 
weeping, wailing, and penitential tears; then they laid down to sleep, and 
melted out of that sphere, that is, they diec£ and passed on higher. But 
others, like himself, saw the lights, and heard the voices; and thongh for a 
moment.they feit remorse, and a wild aspiration to overcotne their miser
able propensities, they generally returned to them with added ftiry, and 
then they mocked and gibed at tbc angele, anjl bid them go hence with 
curses. He added, all such angele as penetrated into the sphere in which 
he dwelt, were called “Christs,” but he believed they were only gbod 
and pure souls of men and women that had once lived on earth, and 
many wise, thoü'gh wicked spirits he conversed with, had said that was 
wbat “ Christ,” “ Mediator,” and * Saviour ” meant; also that the great 
love and pity which good men feit towaids poor earth-bound. spirits, did 
at last give them streugth, and help them to rise: “ and so,” said this 
highly cultured aud intellectual, but morally degraded spirit, ‘‘this is 
what is meant by a Saviour, bearing the transgressious of mauy, and 
thus it is that ‘ with his Stripes we are healed.* "...................... ' . .

It was far in the night when I awokB in that place of dread. My 
three friends were kneeling around nie, praying fervently, with Stream
ing eyes, and hearts wrung with anguish, to the throne of grace, for pity 
on the miserable spirits who were there bound in the prison house of 
their earthly crimes. As for me, I neither comprehendefl fbpirpious ocqu- 
pation, nor my own share iu the terrible revelatiop^ to which they häd 
been listening. They led me from the house to my honte, but it re- 
quired several days of rest, and caltp, deliberpte commnnion with my 
deeply moved companions, to restore my mind^to its wonted peace,and 
make me apprehend the full force of what had transpired, the ipemo- 
randa of which they bad made from their joint recollections of tbe 
soene. *

The fearful and loathsome impression produced upon me by that one 
night’s intercourse with “ the spirits in prison,” never became modiüed,or 
faded out of memoty. Within a few days of its occurrence, I succeeded, 

8 <
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- in procurtng a Substitute, and immediately npon his arrival I quitted tlie' '■ 
neigbborfiood of the hated dwelling. The friends who had been sharers 
in my painful experiences in vain urged me to renew them, and devote 
myself to the behoof and refonn of the unhappy spirits who, they were 
fully convinced, dwelt in the bonds of their earthly crimes, within that 
awful'-mansion. No Sense of duty, however Strong, could persuade nie 
again to renew the loathsomb, and as I still deem it, unnatural and un- 
lawful intercourse bstween me mortal and the spirit. I know that what 

. I bare written is true. I 'know that the experignces and revelations 
of the movement known as modern Spiritualism, can add nothing to the 
marked experiences and terrible revelations of that night of horror; but 
though I believe in the trnth of spirit communion, and dc ubt not that the 
intercourse wjth purer spheres and higher existences maj be fraught with 
pleasure and ‘instruction, I can never again consent to place myself in 
such a position as to overstep the boundaries of the sppere in which I 
have been mercifully limited and harmoniously adaptejd by tbe provi- 
dence of my all-wise Creator. '

The narrative of Dr. Joseph Warren proves .to us con- 
clusively that there are certain grand central truths, re- 
vealed to us through spirit communion, concerning the' 
condition of the soul hereafter, which do nt >t change nor 
become mödified by time, place, nor mediur listic idiosyn- 
cracies. If the above narration contains i o philosophy 
startling from its novelty, it impresses us forcibly with 
the fact that prior, as subsequent to the celebrated era . 
we designatethe Rochester Knockings, well attested/CÖm- 
munications from the reahn of soul hfe irivariably 
teach tlie stupendous lesson that we carry our own 
doomsday book within us, and that life hereafter is not 
only a continuation, but an inevitable result of the good 
or evil deeds we have sown in the rudimental sphere of 
mortality. . .

. TRANCE MEDIUMSHIP IN 1814. '
The following remarkable instance of trance medium

ship, closely resembling that of hundreds of persons simi- 
larly gifted (rather than “ ajjlicted,'"} during the modern 
movement of The last twenty-four years, is recorded in 
several publications of an authentic character.
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In 1814, Charles Mais, of New York city, a stenogra- - 
pher, published a full account of a case, in pamphlet . 
form, in which- was given a circumstantial description- of 
Miss Rachel Baker, together with many of her prayers, 
exhortations, sermons, conversations, and answers to 
questions touching the soul after death, God, Jesus 
Christ, heave'n and hell, the angels, devils, etc., which . 
were taken down by him at the time of their utterance. 
The title of the pamphlet tuns thus: —

“The Surprising Case of Rachel Baker, who prays antl 
preaches in. her Sleep: with Specimens of her Extraor- 
dinaiy Performances taken down accurately in Short 
Hand at the Time; and showing the Unparalleled Powers 
she possesses to pray, exhort, and answer Questions dur- 
ing her Unconscious State. The Whole authenticated by 
the most Respectable Testimony of Living Witnessea”

Dr. Mitchell, her attending physician, who certifies to, 
the girl’s good character, and gives a long account of the 
case, calls it “ an inlromittent mental disorder."

We have examined some of the sermons, exhortations, 
etc., and find them exceedingly fervent, eloquent, and 
coherent, although moulded in the old forms of religious 
Superstition. Our examination has left no doubt upon • 
our mind but that Rachel-Baker was a good trance- 
speaking medium, and that the matter given off by her 
in that state was from the spirit of some devout exhorter 
and sermonizer, who had retired to the World of Spirits, 
and returned to. the extemal, to pursue his business 
through this medium. . ■

The pamphlet concludes with a “description of this 
young woman and her exercises, written by a gentleman 
at Cayuga, in March, 1814,” and published in the- Jfeic 
York Cdhimbian. We extract it for the benefit of our 
readers, who will, no doubt, conclude, after its perusal, 
that “ trance mediumship in New York is at least forty 
years old.”

. <
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I wem last evening with our friends, S-1—, and H------ , to Lear tlnj
famous female somniloquist, or sleep talker, of whom I have said something , 
in my lost. We went atan early hour, that we might have an opportunity 
of conversing with her while awake. She is a plump, hale country lass of "’~ 
nineteen, ratber above the middle size, of a smooth, vacant tranquillity of 
visage, without mental vivacity or vigor. You would pronounce her eye 
to hf good ; but it is unsteaily, wild, and capricious, with an unusual dilation 
of tbe pupil. She ft tacituou .and diffident, with- a heavy, languid drawl 
of utterance. . .

Our cbnversation ran mostly ou facts relating to herseif: hqr parentage, 
nativity, age, oducation, healtb, accidents, religion, etc., and jthe amazing 
unconscious foculty of talking in her sleep- She ibllowed all our ques- 
tions iu a regulär pace ; she anticipated nothing; but on the last head ' 
spoke. with reluctance, and in a monher which betrayed a deep sensibility 
of her misfortune. It was not a reluctance called in to resist incivility. 
It was female delicacy, secreting a deformity. .

She informed us that she had been in this way about two yeara, and 
was not sensible of any bodily disorder which should oecasion it. She is ‘ 
of the Baptist sect,| and for ntany years bas been a zealous and fervent 
devotce, and when sleeping, her mind, taking the pious tendency of her 
waking hours, appdars to be wholly occupied with subjects of religion. 
On this head she appears to be prepared to meet questions, which sbe 

- answers with prorriptness. '
These facts the people with whom she lived, and who had been ac- 

quainted with her from her infancy, United in confirtning. Tbe object of 
our visit being attained, and our curiosity being strongly excited, we went 
to a neighbor's house for an hour, and theu returned again. Sbe had 
been in bed some time, and in a few moments we heard her commence; 
tbe doors were thrown open and we all entered. It was a stormy, in

. dement night, and tbirty qr forty auditors only attended. It was not 
uncommon, we were informed, for three or four hundred to.be preserit.

She opened with a prayer of half au hour, and delivered berself with 
great distinctness, in a clear, harmonious, unhesitating, and animated tone 
of voice, with muck devotioual fervor.

When euded, she sighed aud groaned, as in bodily anguisb, for ten or 
twelve minutes ; her ehest beaved, she grated her teeth, and caugbt her 
breath, as one doea with a palpitation of tbe ItearL . ■

Iler exercises consist of tliree parts : first, an introductory prayer; next, 
a sermon; then a closing supplication to the Deity. She often recites 
verses, and manifests an extensive acquaintance with the Scriptures, 
citing texts and long passages. Her words fiow io a. rapid stream. 
Her discourses haVe a resemblance, but the difference is such as to show 
tbat they are extemporaneous, and not words impressed on the metnory.

1
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Her pulse is full, witbout a flutter or intermission ; the temperature of 
her forehead is that of healthful sleep ; her features show no distortion, 
but her musrles have a tremulous apasm. If spoken to, she replies, but 
always on the subject of religion. '

This young lady soon attracted publicattention; and 
for three years she continued to astonish her visitors by 
the power of her sermons. Düring this time, there was 
no attempt made to build any peculiar system of religion 
upon the prodigy, nor was it turned to any purpose of- 
private emolument. Miss Baker complained of no bodily ' 
infirmity, and was unconscious of mental Indisposition. ■ 

• The. discourses were delivered in the solitude of a 
cöuntry house, as in a city of confusion, and nothing 
transpired in her conduct^ or that of her friends, that 
could lead to the suspicion of imposture.

We copy the following notice from the Hartford Revieio 
of May 17, 1833, and find it, like the preceding account, 
instructive by way of affording a parallel to the phe- 
nomena of trance speaking, now so common amongst the 
spiritualists.

' SOMETHIKG MARVELOUS,

There is a girl in Saybrook, about eieren years old, who, from the 
nmny specimens she bas giren, is thought to have been recently endowed 
with some extraordinary gift of s^ech. At certain irregulär times,- 
when the Impulse is upon her, she breäks out into powerftil, connected, 
and finished exbortations- and discourses, generally on religious topics.

The first discourse which she is known to have nttered, and the only 
one on that subject, was on temperance.. It is said to have been remark- 
able for its clearness, prccision, and eloquenceof thonght, and the impres- 
sive manndr in which it was pronounced. Since that time, she has deliv- 
ered herseif of notbing bn temperance. The premonitory Symptoms of 
her impromptua, are usually fite of stupor. As soon as she comes out of 
that, she rises, closes her eyes, and, perfectly abstracted from everything 
around her, cotnmeuces by repeating the hytnn, which sometimes is 
original, and of a high Order qf poetry. She then gives out a text, 
naming the chapter and verse, and proceeds to. deliver & sermon, always 
conspicuous for its sound argument, logical sequences, and eloquent 
phraseology. What especially astonishes the hearers, is the fact that 

t
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when the Inspiration has gone, she rfecollects not a Word of what she has 
been saying; and if told the verse aud chapter of her text, and the num-, 
ber ofher hymn, she knows not how or where to find them. Her 
parents reside in New Haven, and are poor, miserably ignorant, and in- 
temperate people, whilst her edncation has been so much neglected, tbat 
she reads with the greatest difficulty.

■y^hat is more marvelous itill, sbe discovers hardly an ordinary degree 
of intellectnal capacily, except when the spirit of Improvisation possesses 
ber. Several pbysicians have examined her, both when in and out of 
her lunacies, and as yet bave found no other marks of disease orinsanity.

We think this case will match the Catnpbells of Scotland, who, on 
’stated occasions, are said to speak in stränge and unknown tongues, and 
by their fbllowers are believed to* be inspired by the Holy Spirit.

The lovers bf the marvelous Will do well to visit this young preacher, 
as she is a genuine pbcenix of tbe rafest quality. ■

Of the following two cases (the first occurring in 1834, 
the second in 1836) a vast mass ,pf published töstimony 
exists, variously written, and profusely attested.

The most concise and authentic accounts that we can 
select, are to be found in a little volume written by Mr. 
Henry fepicer, entitled “Sights and Sounds,” and pub
lished in England, in 1853.

This work is professedly an account of “ all the modern 
spiritual manifestations ” which have occurred in America; 
and one of its chief points of interest is derived front 
the exceeding. care which the author has taken to verify 
all he relates. ‘ ■t

The first regularly recorded American manifestations commenced in 
the year 1834, at Canandaigua, New York, and recurred in 1836, in 
varions parts of Pennsylvania.

The singulär phenomena which occurred in the family of Mr. Dods, 
some few years since, Claim special attention, as they are of a character 
more closely resembling the circumstances dwelt upon hpreufter.

It is stated tbat the witnesses, now living, who bave it in their power 
to attest the details which follow, are numerous and most respectable, 
besides being penons who were in the highest degree incredulous, and 
who repaired to the theatre of operations in Order to detect, if possible, 
the meuns by which they were effected. I shall simply give the facts as 
briefly as possible, tuid witbout comment
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Mr. Dods was a resident in the village of Levant, Penobscot County, 

Maine. The first intimation that gentleman or bis family received, that' 
he or they were to he made the subject'of any unusual manifestation, was 
conreyed in certain rappings, sometimes on the outaide door of his house, 
sometimes mithin, on the walls, in the chambers, his own apartment, in 
fact, in every part of his dwelling. Coming from the village late one 
evening, he observed the school-house brilliantly lighted, and forme of 
men and women mdving to and fro. As he drew near, the lights were 
suddenly extinguished. Fancying, however, that the scholars bad as- 
sembled for a dance, he crept silently to the door, and, opening it sud
denly, stepped witbin. All was darkness and silence—not a human 
being was to be found! ‘

On other occasions, noises like the rolling of a heavy metal ball were 
heard to reverberate from one end of the house to the other; bedsteads 
were lifted and tnrned round, tables moved across the room, lights danced 
up and down the road before the house, or assembled in an open space, ■ 
and then mingled in what suggeated to the astonished watchers the idea 
of some fimtastic dance I .

The sccue of tbese extraordinary phenomena was visited by so many 
persona, that the clerk of the county conrts deemed it his duty to attend 
at the spot, with bis assistant, and endeavör to detect and expose the ' 
trick. ■

Mr. Dods was.perfectly willing to reeeive them, and pennitted them to 
select their own apartment, to which, about nine o’clock in the evening, 
they accordingly withdrew.

They first fiistened the door; secondly, secured the Windows ; they 
then searchedthe room, the doset, and the bed; they were confident that 
no humanbeing was in the room, or qguldget in without their knowledge; 
equally certain that no machinery existed in the room. Placing the can- 
die on the table, uuextinguished, they went to bed.

Soon after they retired, they feit the bedclothes move. They immedi- 
ately caught hold of the quilts, and braced themselves against the foot 
posts of the bedsteads. The dothes continued to move until they re
laxed their hold, when the quilts and sheet hopped six feet from the bed 
on to the fioor. The candle was buraing, but no visible power could be 
detected. The bed was again searched, but nblhing was found. They 
replaced the clothea, and once more got into bed. '

In a very few moments the feather-bed started out from ander them, - 
and feil on the fioor, notwithstandlng their united exertions to retain it in 
its place.. -

The adventirers ,'never succeeded in obtaining the slighteat clue to 
these disturbances. The like fortune attended other inquiring friends of' 
Mr. Dods. ' .
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At length, a Company ,of gentlemen, from various parts of the country, ' 
assembled at the house, in the hope of witnessing the manifestations. 
Nor were they disappointed. •

They were conversing freely on various topics, when ,a noise was 
heard,- like the rumbling of distant thunder. It continüed to increase in 

' loudness; drawing nearer, and still nearer, and at last bürst directly over 
the hojise, shaking the whole s ructiire to ita very foundation. This took 
place in winter, and tim atars ihone ont clear and cold. Soon after this 
.thnnder peal, a noise was heard in the attic like the trundling of iron 
balle on a loose floor, and it continned for ten minutes, when the Company 
were startled by a heavy weight fidling apparently from the ceiling to the 
floor. It immediately oommenccd rolling about the room; would glide un- * 
der the. chairs .without touching them, jump over the table, strike the 
four sides of the'room, bounding, without touching the floor, and at last it 
hopped upon a bed which stood in one corner of the room, aod moved 
from the head to the foot. - .

.The clothes were distinctly seen to settle ander it, as if some heavy 
weight was pressing them down. A gentleman in 'the room walked to- ‘ 
wards the bed, with the seeming intention to take hold of, or arrest its 
progress •, but one of the Company canght hold of his arm, and ■ said, 
“ Do not touch it for ynur Ufe.” It then dropped on the Soor, and rolled 
out of the side of the house.

Daring all these pbenomena notbing could be seen. That which made ■ 
the noise was invisible. .

It would appear that the spirit was by no means of a communicative 
disposition, since, after indulging in very many similar manifestations too 
numerous to mention, it ultimately witbdrew from the house and neigh- 
borbood, leaving all parties in total ignorance as to its character and ob
ject.

Eighteen years since, in 1834, the Newark Advertiser published a 
curious narrative of a rapping case, into the truth of which its agents had 
previously inquired. x" • .

It appeared that on a certain night the flimily of a Mr. Joseph Barron, 
living in tbe township of Woodbridge, about tliree^ules from Rahway, 
Newark County, were alarmed, after they had retired, by a loud thump- 
ing against the house. Mr. Barron’s first impression was, that some per
son was attempting to break in ; but further observation soon uodeceived 
him. The thnmping, however, continned at sbort intervals, until tbe 
fainily became so alarmed, that Mr. Barron called in some of his neigh- 
bora, who remained up with the fämily until daylight, when tbe thumpiug 
ceased. •

The next evening,Elfter night-fall, the noise recommenced, when it was
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ascertahied to be mysteriously connected with the movements of a ser- 
rvant girl in the-family, a white girlj about fourteen years of age.

i When pässing a -window on the stairs, for example, a sudden jar, ac- 
companied with an explosive sonnd, broke a pane of glass, the girl at the 
same moment being seized with a violent spastn. This, of conrse, very 
mach alarmed her, and a physician (Dr. Drake) was sent for, came, and 
bled her. The bleeding, however, produced no apparent effect. The nois© 
still continued as befbre, at intervals, wherever tbe girl went, each sound ' 
produciog more or less of a spasm; and the physician, with the family, 
remained up durirg the night. At daylight the thumping ceased again, 

■ On the third evening the same thing was repeated, commendng a little 
earlier than befbre, and so every evening. 1

The circumstance rapidly spread, and produced a vast excitement, the • 
house being filled and surrounded from morning till night All imagina- 
ble means were resorted to in order to nnravel the phenomenon. At one 
time the girl would be removed from one apartment to another without 
effect. Wherever she was placed, at uncertain intervals, the sudden 
thumping noise would be heard in the room. .

She was taken to a neighbor’s house; the same result followed. When '
carried out of doors, however, no noise was heard." . .

, Dr. Drake, who- had been Constant io his attentions during the whols 
period, on one occasion, in Company with the agents of the paper, made 

■ . a variety of experiments with the girl, who was placed in an npper room 
with some members of the fiunily. The noises then resembled those 
which would be produced by a person violently thumping the npper 
door with the head of an axe five or six times in succession, jarring the 
house, ceasiog a few mjnutes, and Iben resuming as befbre. The girl . 
appeared to be in perfect health,<gheerful, arid free from everything like * 
the fear and apprehension she had on former occasions exhibited. The ' 
noise, however, contiuued ; and in Order to ascertain more satisfactorUy ' 
that she was not herseif the author of it, she was placed on a chair npon 
a blanket, in the centre of the room,-the chair being bandaged with doth, 
the girl’s feet fastened on the front round, and her hands confined to- ' 
gether on her lap. '

- All these precautions produced no change, the thumping continuing as 
before, though the girl moved neither limb nor muscle.

She was then placed in the doorway of a doset, the door being ajar. . 
In less than a miuute it flew open, as if violently struck with a mailet, 
accompauied with precisely such a noise as would be produced in such 
a case.

Here we must bring this section of our subject to a 
close.
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The records of this Century, and the experience of nu- 
merous persons still living, could furnish many more cases 
of spiritual phenomena, strictly analogous to that of the 

’ modern movement, yet lacking the scientific explanation 
which has been so generally received since 1848, up to 
that period. . •

^Spiritual beiijgs whto appeared eighieen cerduriesago were 
. regarded by modern civilization and Cbristianity as “ An

gels,” sometimes as “ God ” in person; while trance Speak
ers of the same period were spoken of as " Prophets,” 
“Men of God,” and considered to be plenarily inspired 
by the Almighty himself. '

The very same persons who make these enormous 
Claims for ancient Spiritualism, write of spiritual appear- 
ances in the 18th and 19th centuries as necessarily being 
the work of human imposture, or if genuine, at the very 
most, “ evil spirits,” while the trance Speakern whose utter- 
ances they can neither ignore nor account for, they stu- 
pidly and pertinaciously denoünce as “ diseased ” or “ in- 

• sane.” .
It is to mark the vast and important change in public 

opinion which the advent of modern Spiritualism with all 
its scientific facts has'wrought, and show the flood df light 
and knowledge which it hos poured upon the subject of 
man’s spiritual nature and life beyond the grave, that we 
have ventured to inflict upon the reader narratives with 
which the experiences of the last twenty-five years have 
completely familiarized us.

“The people that walked in darkness” have indeed 
“seen a great light;” and nothing more conclusively 
proves this ancient truth, so wonderfully illustrated in our 
own time, than these brief notices of the early Spiritual
ism of the 19th Century.

• 1 .



“GHOST LAND;” OR, RESEARCHES INTO THE MYS- 
. TERIES OF SPIRITUAL' EXISTENCE.

BY ACSTRIA.

' NO. II. .

“To be, or not to be; tbat is the question.”
Hamlet.

It is a phenomenon worthy of remark, that as the cir
cle of our earthly existence tends -towards the closing 
lines which unite the last days of old age with the first 
of extreme youth, the memory of our earliest experiences 
assumes a distinctness scarcely less vivid than the events 
of yesterday. The crowded page, overwritten by the 
hand of our, manhood’s. prime, fades into a confused mass - 
of ideality, from which’nothing less than a strorig cord 
of association can recall well-defined images; but the first 
and last become concrete and inseparable metaories, and 
the events of our second childhood seem to take "their 
place in a regulär successibtr with thöse of our first, with- ■ 
out any intervening time to obliterate them.

As I recall the singulär, experiences which marked my 
early boyhood, it seems but yesterday that I, now an 
aged man öf threescore and ten, was the lad of twelve ■ . 
summers, led to my home by the hand of Professor Marx, 
on the memorable night when I first realized the marvel 
of magnetic influence and somnambulic lucidity, in tfie 
experiment detailed in the last chapter. As such exper-. 
iments were constantly rripeated, and spread over* a 
period of fltill six years, I do not. propose to recapitulate 
them seriatim, but will endeavor to occupy my readers’
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time more profitäbly by presenting them with a summary 
of the revealments which those six years of occult prac
tices disclosed to me. . .

On the night of what I inay call my initiation into the 
society associated with Professor Marx, that gentleman 
infonned me, on our wh,y to our lodgings, that the uncon- 
scious condition into wpich I had fallen after my spiritual 
visit to Hamburgh, was occasioned by the lack of force 
necessary to sustain my system to the close of the seance.

He added, that as I grew stronger and more accustomed 
to the magnetic-fiontrol, I should be privileged to retain 
a recollection of what had transpired; and where this 
power failed, as it might do,— my memory should be 
refreshed by a perusal of the memoranda which he kept 
of every seance, a storehouse of ■ Information which he 
intended to transcribe and correcl ih my presence.

‘ In fulfillment of this promise, the Professor spent some 
hours of every week with me; and as I was permitted to 
propound any questions which arose in my mind, and he 
seemed to take a singulär pleasure in explaining the phi- 
losophy connected with the facts he recorded, I soon 
became possessed of the opinions entertained by the soci
ety with whom I was unwittingly associated.

Professor Marx was not only a member of that society 
described so graphically, by Jung. Stilling in vision, but 

. he also belonged to several others, all of whom were 
more or less addicted to the practices of animal and min
eral magnetism. The particular association, to which I 

• was first introdnced, constituted the German branch of a 
very ancient secret order, the name and distinctive char- 
acteristics of which, neither I, nor any other human being, 
is privileged to mention, or even indicate more fully than 
I shall do in the following statements.

Many leamed men, and patient students into life’s pro- 
foundest mysteriös,. had transmitted, from generation to
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generation, the result of their investigations, and the 
opinions deduced fröm their experiments. A society, 
whom I shall Call for distinction’s sake, the “Berlin 
Brotherhood,” conserving the experiences of their prede- 
cessors, had evolved the following elements of philosophy: 
They believed .,that every fragment of matter in the ' 
univerae represented a corresponding atom of spiritual 
existence; that this realm of spiritual being was the 
essence, force, and real substance of the material; but 
that both inevitably dissolved together, bpth being re- 
solved back into their component parts, in the chemical 
change called death.

They acknowledged that the realm of spiritual being 
was ordinarily in visible to the material, and only known 

- through its effects, being the active and contoolling prin- 
ciple of matter; but they had discovered, by repeated ex
periments, that spiritual forms could become visible to . 
the material under certain conditions, the most favorable 
of which were somnambulism procured through the mag- 
netic sleep. This state, they had found, could be induced 
sometimes by drugs, vapors, and aromal essences; some- 
times by spells, as through music, intently staring into 
crystals, the eyes of snakg% running water, or other 
glittering substances; occasionally by intoxication caused 
by dancing, spinning around, or distracting clamors; 
but the best and most efficacious method of exalring the 
spirit into the superior’ world, and putting the body to • 
sleep, was, as they had proved, through animal magnet- 
ism. They faught that in the realms of spiritual exist- 
encö, were beings who composed the fragmentary and 
unorganized parts of humanity, as well .as beings of 
higher Orders than humanity. Thus, as man was com
posed of earthly substances, vegetable tissues, mineral, 
atmospheric, and watery elements, so* all these had realms 
of spiritual existences, perfectly in hannony with their 
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peculiar quality and functions. Hence, they alleged there 
were earthy spirits ■ spirita of the floöd, the fire, the air; ' 
spirits of various animals; spirits cf plant life, in all its 
varieties; spirits of the atmosphere; and planetary spir- 
its^without limit or number. .The spirits of the planets, 
and higher worlds than earth, tooio rank far above any 

. of those that dWelt upon, or in its ir terior. These spirits 
were more powerful, wise, and far-seeing than the earth

. spirits, whilst their term of existence was also more ex- 
tended in point of time; but to no spirit did the Broth- 
erhood attribute the privilege of immortality, and least 

. of all to the fleeting and composite essence which formed
the vital principle of man. Assuming, that as man’s soul 
was composed of all the elements which were represented (’ 
in the construction of his body, so bis spirit was, as a 
whole, fer superior to the spirits o ’ earth, water, plants, 
minerals, etc. To hold communion with them, however, 
was deemed by the Brotherhood 'legitimste and neces- 
sary to those who would obtain a full understanding of 
the special departments of Nature in which these embry
otic existences were to be found. Thus they invoked 
their presence by magical rites, arid sought to obtain 
cöntrol over them, for the purpose o f wresting from them 
the complete understanding of, and| power over the se
crets of Nature. Whilst I found, by repeated conversa- .

. tions with my new associates, that every one of them 
emphatically denied the continued existence of the soul 
after death, they still believed that the soul’s essence

- became progressed by entering into organic forms, and 
thus, that our essences, though not our individualities, 
were taken up by higher organisms than man’s, and 
ultimately formed portions of that exalted race of beings 
who ruled the fate of nations, and from. time td time 
communicated with the soul of man as planetary spirits. 
They taught tliat the eleih entary spirits, like the soul 
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essence in man, were dissipated by the action of death, 
but, like that soul essence, became progressed by existence 
in forms, and were taken up by higher organisms, and 
ultimately helped to make up the spirit in man. Such 
was a part of the philosophy into which I now became 
inducted; and., which soon, took a deep hold upon my 
young and plastic mind, and indeed remained. with me 
up to the period in which all my theories were destroyed, / 
“ at one feil swoop,” by the facts of modern Spiritualism. i

Strange, and even fantastic as the belief sketched ) 
above may appear to the skeptic, materialist, or Spiritualist,/ 
permit me to assure all these differential classes of thinky 
ers,. that these views 4iave a far wider acceptance.than 
the bare facts of history or biography would lead man^ 
kind to believe. - . ■
- I have conversed with the leading^ minds of the Ger
man schools in many phases of thought, and have found * 
them unable to combat the facts I had to show, - and 
compelled them to acknowledge the plausibility of my 
theory, as an explanation of many of what would other- 
wise remain insoluble problems in. nature. The society 
to which I was introduced by Professor Marx was not the 
only one which cherished t^ese views. . In Arabia, India, 
Asia, Armenia, Hungary, Bohemia, Italy, France, Sweden, 
and Great Britain, secret söcieties exist where these ■ 
beliefs are accepted, and some of the experiences I am 
about to relate occurred in the great Babylon of Mate- 
rialism, London, during a visit which I made with Pro
fessor Marx to England. ■

The Professor, after some years of practice with me as 
his “ clairvoyant,” conceived for me an attachment which, 
I warmly reciprocated, and which led him to seek my | 
compafiy in many of the excursions- he made in tforeign • 
countries in pürsuit of knowledge. '

The Professor was exceedingly generous, and distributed 
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his abundint means with an unstinted hand. One da/, 
discoursing with me on the sübject of his lavish expendi- 
ture, he remarked carelessly, —

“ There is that mineral quality in my organism, Louis, 
which attracts to me, and easily subjects to my control, 
the elementary spiriti who rule in the mineral kingdonis. 
Have I not informed] you how invariably I can teil the 
quality of mines, however distant? how oflen I have 
stumbled, as if by accident, upon buried treasures ? and 
how constantly my Investments and speculationS have 
resulted in financial successes ? Louis, I aitract money, be- 
cause I attract mineral elements, and the spirits who rule 
in that realm of Nature. . •

“ I neither seek for nor covet wealth. I love precious 
stones for their beauty and magnetic virtues, but money, 
as a mere possession, I despise. Were I as mercenary in 
my disposition as I am powerful in the means of gaining 

• wealth, I could be richer than, Croesus, and command a
• longer purse than Fortunatus.”

“ Is it not stränge, my master,” I replied, “ that the 
specialty of your physical nature—nainely, the power of 
attracting riches as- you allege — should not find a cor- 
responding desire in your soul ? ”

“Not at all, my Louis: on the contrary, Nature is 
purely harmonious, and, ever tends to equilibrium in all 
her strivings. Have you not remarked how often the 
possession of a special gift is accompanied by an indiffer- 
ence to its possession 1 ” -

. “ Good singers, great musicians, and even poets, paint-
ers, and sculptors, rarely estimate their gifts as highly as 
the world that enjoys them.- They are ever dissatisfied 
with themselves, and unless the world praises, applauds, 
and recompenses them, they find but little or no interior 
reward from the mere exercise of their faculty. But this 
is one of Nature’sTioblest decisions in the courts of eternal
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justice. ‘ You may not have the gift and its recompense 
also,’ she says. ‘ If you are endowed with a delicious 
quality of voice, you shall seek the applause of others 
before. its tones shall satisfy you. The verses that you 
make, 0 poet! shall never rhyme sweetly in your ears, 
until they find a ’reecho on the tongues of the populace. 
And thus it is with all Nature’s gifts. Abundance of 
strength, in the physical departments of our being, rarely 

" accotnpany unusual vigor of thought, or profundity of 
intelleet; muscle and brain seldom hold companionship : 
and so the magnetic attractions which draw unto my 
physique the metallic treasures of the earth, fail to find 
any response in the magnetic attractions of my spirit; 
whereas, were I so constituted as to lack the force which 
attracts the Service of the spirits of the metals, my soul ‘ 
would feel and yeam for a supply to the deficiency, in 
a constant aspiration for money and treasure.”

“ A stränge philosophy, my master.”
“ But a just, as it is a true one.”
“ Nature is bounteous, but not prodigal, and wealth in 

one department of her ju’sticiary implies dearth in an- 
other. Thus it is that mqral, mental, and physical 
equilibrium is sustained throughout the grand machinery 
of the universe.” ' .

And that is why (as I then believed) Professor Marx 
was rieh, but did not care for, or value his wealth, whilst 
so many millions, who do not posse’ss in their organisms 
that peculiar mineral quality, which, as the Brotherhood 
taught, was necessary to attract wealth, pine for its pos
session, yet spend their lives vainly in its pursuit.

It becomes necessary, for the benefit of any students of 
psychological mysteries who may peruse these pages, 
that I should here state, as briefly as possible, the special- 
ties in my association with the “ Berlin’ Brotherhood ” ’ 
which attracted them to me. >

l
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They believed (and with good reason) that ihe spirit
ual essence in maii called soul, is susceptible bi acting a 
part .independent, to some extent, of the body. That 
when the body is entranced, or subsides into perfect rest 
bene^th the action of the'mesmeric sleep, that the spirit, 

• becoming liberated from.its control, acquires highly ex- 
। alted functions, amongst which are the powers of travers- 
{ irig space, and beholding objects through the lucidity of 

spiritual light Professor Marx had detected, through 
certain signs. familiär to good mesmerists, that I was a 
subject for magnetic experiments. •

My power as a “ clairvoyant ” exceeded what he had 
anticipated; hence my Services to the Brotherhood were 
highly appreciated. Ever since the praetices of Mesrflef 
had become familiär to them, they had delighted in pur

, suing them in support of their favorite theory, which was 
that the soul essence of man could appear, make signs, 
sounds, and disturbances, in plaees distant from the body; 
that at times when these soul essences were dissipated 
suddenly, as in the action of violent death, that they in- 
hered to earthly things and plaees, and for d time, could 
maintain a sort of vague, shadowy existence. which at 

• length melted away, and became dissipated in space, to 
be taken up from the grand reservoir of spiritual essences 
in other souls. Now the brothers insisted, that these soul 
essences, which they called the double goer, and paore fre- 
quently the “ atmospheric spirit,” by its occasional 
appearances, both beföre and after the death of individuals, 
covered the whole ground of spectres, ghosts, apparitions, 
hauntings, and supernaturalism in general,

The fact that the “ atmospheric spirit” often lingered 
round the earth after'the death of the body, and could be 
seen, heard, and feit, did not militate against their theory 
that immortality was a fiction, and that the soul died 
with the body. “ It was merelg the atmospheric spirit; 
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a shadowy remnant of the soul,” they said, " which had 
everjbeen seen or manifested in the realm of ghost land, 
and this was not a permanent intelligent existence, hüt 
merely a'temporary relic of the hroken organisni, like the 
perfume which lingers .about the spot where the flower 
has been.” By repeated and patient experiments with 
their magnetic subjects, they found that they could send 
the “double” or “atmospheric spirit” abroad in the 
somnambulic sleep,.and that it could be seen, heard, änd 
feit precisely like the spectres that were claimed to have 
been manifested in tales of the supematural.

On one occasion the Berlin Society having thr^jvn me 
into a profound sleep by the aid of vital magnetism, and . 

4 the vapors qf nitroüs oxide gas, they directed my “ atmos
pheric spirit” to proceed, in Company with two other

‘ lucid subjects, to a certain castle in Bohemia, where 
friends of theirs resided, and then and there to make 
disturbances by throwing stones, moving ponderable 
bodies, shrieking, groaning, and tramping heavily, etc., etc. 
I here state emphatically, and upon the honor of one 
devoted only to the interest of truth, that these disturb
ances were made, and made by the spirits of mysejf and 
two other yet living beings, a?~girl and a boylwho were 
subjects of the society; and though we, in our own in- 
dividualities, remembered nothing whatever of our per- 
fonnance, we were shortly afterwards shown a long and 
startling newspaper account of the hauntings in the 
castle of Baron von L-----, of which we were the authors.

In a work devoted to the relation of occult facts, I have 
myself in my library at this moment, an account of the 
“ manifestations,” as they were termed, which occurred 
on three several occasions, at a certain castle in Bohemia. 
The writer attributes these disturbances to disembodied 
spirits, but in the particular case in question, I insist that 
the atmospheric spirits of the Berlin Brotherbood were
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the authors of the facts recorded. As the experiments of 
these grave gentlemen were neither pursued in fun or 
mischief, but solely with a view to evolve the rationale of 
a psyehological sciencer I must confess that they followed 
out their experiments without remorse or consideration 
for thi feelings of otherst and as'we were all bound by- 
the most solemn oaths or secrecy, there was littleor no 
chance that a solution to any of the mysteries that 
originated in our circle could escape from its charmed 
precincta I am now writing at a period of half a Century 
after the occurrences I allude to; there will be no impro- 
priety, therefore, in my recalling, to any who may chance 
to be my contemporaries, and retain a recollection of the 
event, the scandal that prevailed about sixty.years ago, 
in a town in Eussia, conceming a nobleman much given 
to the study of occult arts, who was alleged to have put 
to death a young country girl, whom he bad subjected 
for some months to his niagical experiments, and that for 

• the pnrpose of proving whether her atmospheric spirit, 
violently thrust out of the body in the’vigor of vitality, 
could not continue hovering around the scene of death, 
and make manifestations palpable to the sense of sight 
and sound. The populär rumor concerning this barbarous 
sacrifice was, that the nobleman in question had seduced 
the unhappy peasant girl, and after having periled her 

' iminortal soul by his magical arts, that he had ruthlessly 
destroyed her body for fear she should betray him.

Certain it was that the geritleman in question was 
charged with murder, tried,- and acquüted, just as it was 
supposed any other powerful noble in his place would 
have been. The results, however, were, that stränge and 
horrible disturbances took place in his castle. The af- • 
frighted domestics alleged that the spirit of the victim 
Leid possession of her destroyer’s dwelling, and night 
after night her wild shrieks and blood stained-form, flying
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' through gallery and corridor, “made night hideous,” and 
startled the surrounding peosantry from slumber. Rumor 
added that the ghost, spectre, or “atmospheric spirit,” 
whatever it inight be, was not laid for years, and that the 
adept who had resorted to such terrible methods of 
gratifying his insatiate thirst for occult knowledge paid 
a tremendous penalty for what he had sought. Tortured 
with the horrible phantom he had evoked, his mind suc- 
cumbed, and became a mere wreck. At the time when I 
commenced my experiences with the Brotherhood, this 
man, who had once been an honored member of their 
society,- was confined as a hopeless lunatic, whilst his . 
castle and estates were abandoned by his heir to the . 
possession of the dread haunter, and the destructive spirit 
of neglect and dilapidation. '

It was by the command of my assöciates that I one 
night visited, in the magnetic isleep, the cell of the 
lunatic; and being charged by the power of the Brothers 
with their combined magnetic-force, I threw it on the 
maniac, and by this means, whilst his suffering body 
slumbered tranquilly, I retumed to our * sanctuary ” 
with his spirit, and from the records of that night’s pro- . 
ceedings, I extract the followin^-minutes of what trans- 
pired. He whose office I am not permitted by my honor . 
to name, I shall call “Grand Master,” and he thus ques-- 
tioned what was always called on these occasions the 
“ flying soul ” of the maniac: — ’

G. M. Did you kill the body of A. M. ? Answer truly.
F. 8. I did. ‘ '
G. M. For what purpose, and how ? '
F. 8. To ascertain if the atmospheric spirit, being full 

qf life, could remain with me. I killed her by a sudflen 
blow, so as to let all the life out at once, and I drew out 
the spirit from the dying form by mesmeric passes.

G. M. Did you see that spirit pass ? .
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F.S. I did. ' '
G. M. How did it look ?
F- S. Exactly like the' body, only it wore an aspect of 

horror. and appeal terrible to behold. .
G. M. Did the spirit stay with you, and how long ? 

Did it^obey you, and act intelligently, or did it act a 
■ merely automatic part ? I ' .

F. S. Mortais, know that there is no death ! I did not 
kill A. M. I only broke up the temple in which her soul 
dwelt That soul is immortal, and cannot die.’ I found 
this out the inotnent after it had left the body, for it' 
looked upon me, spoke to me, and reproached me. 0 
God of heaven, saints and angels, pity me ! It spoke to 
me as intelligently, but far, far more potentially than ever 
it had done in earthly being. It was not dead. It could 
not die; it never will die, and so it told me at once; but 
ah me, miserable! when I sank down aghast, and struck 
with ineffable horror, as the spirit approacbed me, into a 

. deep swoon, I entered the land of immortal souls. There 
I saw many people whom I had thought dead, but who 
were all still living. There, too, I saw the still living and 
radiantly glorious.soul of my old pastor, Michael H---- .
Sternly, but sorrowfully, he told me I had committed a 
great and irreparable crime; that all criine was unpardon- 
able, and could only be wiped out by personal, and not 
by vicarious atonement, as he had falsely taught whilst 
on earth; that my only ineans of atonement was suffer- 
ing, and that in kind, or in connection with my dreadful 
crime: that, as the poor victim would be engaged during 
the term of her earthly life (broken short by my act) in 
working it out in an earthly sphere, so her magnetism, 
actually attracted, as I had deemed, to the spotwhere her 
life had been taken, would continue to haunt me, and 
repeat in vision the last dread act of murder until her 
life essence should mfelt away, and her spirit become free

I
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to quit tbe earth,.and progress, as she would do, to higher 
spheres. Sometimes (this stem teacher informed me) I 
should see the real living soul of my victim, and then it 

" would be as a pitying angel striving to help me; but still
oftener I should see only the “ spectre,” and this would 
always appear as in tbe death moment, an avenging fprm, 
partly conjured up from my own memory, and partly 
from the.magnetic aura of my«victim, and always taking 
the shape and circumstances of my dreadful crime. Mor* 
tals, there is much more to teil you of the awful realms 
beyond the grave, and tbe solemn connection between . 
life and death, but more I dare not speak. Human beiugs . 
will soon learn it for themselves; for the souls of the 
immortalsare preparing to bridge over the gulf of death, 
and men and spirits will yet cross and recross it. Mean- 
time ye are the blind leading the blind; deceiving your- 
selves with’a vain philosophy, and deceiving all to whom 
ye teach it. Theke is no death ! I mtist be gone. Hark, 
I am called! ,

The minutes which follow, on this stränge revelation of 
the maniac’s “ flying soul,” add, —

“It would seem that the body was disturbed in its som- 
nambulism, and the soul recafred; but we could have 
gained pothing by prolonging this interview, for evidently 
that soul had returned in its lucid intervals to the ancient 
and false philosophy in which it had in chüdhood been 
instructed, narnely, the mythical belief in its immortality.

“ The spirits of lunatics can be evoked, and always 
speak and think rationally when freed from the disordered 
body ; but we note that. they most commonly go back to 
the rudimental periods of their existence, and generally 
insist on the populär myth of immortality.

“ Perhaps they are en rapport with the prevailing opin- 
ions of men, and are thus psychologized into repeating 
accepted ideas. Tiere is nothing, however, to be gained 
from this experiinent”
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It was my intention to have conducted my readere into 
. a genuine act of magic, and transcribe, for the edification 

of the curious, the formulae and circumstances of a magical 
rite ; but I have trespassed so long on their patience in 
this 'chapter, that I must reserve my experiences with 

• the magicians for the next; I will close, therefore, by in- 
yitin£ them to’ considerjhow naturally a careful analysis 
of the powers and funcfions of the human spirit tlirows 
light upon all. the psychological problems that have con- 
fused the race and perplexed the philosopher, One indi
vidual becomes rieh without effort, inherits wealth, finds 
wealth, acquires it in a thousand ways, and that without 
needing or laboring for it Another spends his life in toil- 
ing to acquire it, and yet can never succeed. No one 
leaves him an inheritance, he never purchases the success- 
ful number in a lottery, never succeeds in' a financial 
speculation.

May there not be some truth in the theory of the 
Brotherhood, to wit, that beings. potent in the realms of 
mineral treasure are magnetically attracted to such or- 
ganisms as assimilate with their own ?

I have known one of the Brothers who passed through 
nine battles unharmed, whilst more than fifty of his ac- 
quaintances, who had just entered the field of carnage, feil 
at the first or second shot

Our philosophers alleged that spirits of the fiery ele
ments could avert swift blows (especially such as struck 
fire) from those who had a prepondqrance of a similar 

• element in them, whilst others, deficient in that quality of 
being, attracted all such blows as produced fire. They 
carried this theory forward into the tefidency to be 
drowned or to avoid the action of the watery element, — 
to become subject to a certain dass of accidents, to be in 
danger from cattle, serpents, falling bodies, and indeed to 
all the events of 'fife, asserting that as spirits pervaded
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every atom of space, and man’s being was made up of all . 
the elements, sq when certain elements prevailed, corre- 
sponding spiritual influences were attracted and became 
favorable to him; whereas the reverse of this position ob- . 
tained in organisms deficient in special elementary forces. 
It was to this’'cause that they attribilted the good and 
bad hick of different individuals, and special successes 
and failures in all. I was introduced by one of the 
Brotherhood to two young girls, one of whom was pas- 
sionately fond of flowers, and the other of birds. In the 
clairvoyant condition, I was subsequently shown by our 
ruling spirit, “ the crowned angel,” the attendant spirits 
who were attracted to these young creatures. I shall 
hereafter describe to my readers something of the peculiar / 
characteristics of the elementary spirits. It is enough 
now to affirm that all the fairy tales and legends of super- 
naturalism which have been written on the subject of 
sylphs, undines, etc., pale and grow cold before the divine. ' 
beauty, exquisite purity, and -aspirational grace, which 
shines out through the Meeting fragrance of those spirits . ’ 
that correspond to flowers and birds. They are blessed, 
purifying, harmonious breathings of goodness, and those 
with whom they assimilaie-partake of their natures, 
become the sweeteners of life, and the' perfume that lift 
our coarse earth from dull utilitarianism to divine beauty.

More of this hereafter. I pronounce no ex cathedrä, 
opinion as to whether the theory of the Berlin Brother- . 
hood is true or false; I only give it for what it is worth. 
But as to the. Statements which bear upon the exodus of 
the living spirit from the livingfljody, its power to influ- 
ence at a distance, to travel from that body and retum to . 
it; but above all, as to the eflfect which one human mag- 
netism has upon another, and how potentially that power . 
can be increased by the action of mesmerism, — these are • 
items in the philosophy of modern psychology which are
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growing into acceptance every day we live. It does not 
require the dreams of a Guyon and F^nelon, or the tran- 
scendentalisms of a Kant or Goethe, to gauge ,the soul’s 
powere in our own time. If anatomy and physiology have 
been neeessary to illustrate the exclamation that we are 

। - . “ fearfujly and wonderfullV made,” psychology and Spirit- 
ualism are conductirfg us i^tp realms of marvelous beauty, 
and soul powers before which the transient glories of ma
terial existence fade into dust and ashes. But we iriust 
not anticipate. ■

* (To be continued.)

-)
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• . I .
AMONGST THE SPIRITS; OR, GLIMPSES OF SPIRITUAL 

MEN, WOMEN, AND THINGS.

BT AS3IODEUS.

The brightest landsoapes mnst be relieved by back
grounds; the fairest scenes present their points of 
shadow. “Extremes are ever neighbors,” and the sub
lime and the ridiculous, the comic and the tragic, are as 
nearly related to each other as noontide and midnight.

Musing on the motley scenes and variegated experi
ences through which my own resfless footprints have 
made their mark, it has not unfrequently occurred to me, 
that our Spiritualistic brethren have either been more 
fortunate than'myself in encountering npne but “honest 
mediums ” and “ high spirits,” or eise that, like “ Topsy,” 
I must be “ drefiul wicked,” and am destined, as a punish- 
ment, to be crowded out of the* more exalted scenes and 
situations of the great spiritual drama, into the more 
matter of fact, and sometimes sftnply huinan tracks, that 
lay between the lands of the mortal and the. immortal. ■ 
. Be this as it may, the temptation to inflict “my tedious- 
ness ” on mankind, in the shape of sketches drawn from 
my varied peregrinations amongst the spirits, has become 
the passion of my later years, and so possessed me with' 
the idea of an imaginary duty to a posterity about wlnch 
I do not really care two straws, that I finally concluded 
to state my case, dehne my position, and offer the results 
of my literary infatuation to the editors of The Western 
Star. On tendering my contribution to the acceptance 
of those shining luminaries, and explaining that my MSS- 
consisted. of actual personal experiences, and spoke of

1 J
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men, women, spirits, and things, as " really found them, 
not as they were too c.ommonly reprcsented through the 

. transcendentaL spectacles of spiritual exaltation, I was 
politejy informed that personalities, especially of an ac- 
rim^nious, or to say the least of it, an inharmonious char- 
acter^pould not be admifited within t le realms of thought 
illumined by the rays of |Thb Westes k-Star.

This was rather a “ back set ” to {my aspirations for 
literary distindtion in that quarter. J tendered the edi
tors selections from over one hundrc d quires of foolscap, 
closely writtep. I could not re-wiite this voluminous 

■ pile of matter, but — and here a ha1 rpy thought seemed 
to strike us all simultaneously, aud end in efiecting the 
comproinise desired —. I could cut i ay MSS. down from 
one hundred quires to one, and in so doing, leave in all 
the names that were associated with the pleasing portions 
of the narrative, and enter all the names that might by 
chance be connected with the vice ■ >ersa side bf thfe pio- 

. ture, in the great family of Blanks or Aliro^es. No sooner 
said than done. What I merely hi ited to the “ Stars ” 
of. the “ who’s," “ what’s,” and " where’s ” with whic i'my 
experiences were interwoven, satisfied them that I could 
teil, some truths that would be instructive, if not over- 
poweringly entertaining to their rei ders, and what )Üiey 
told me of their reasons for lighting up at all, were suffi- 
•ciently impressive to induce me to blot out all un rind- 
ness, or even the show of injustice from my pages. To 
work I set, therefore, under the impulse of these ite ns of 
mutual good understanding, and the reader may now 
appropriate the benefit of the result^.

It was in the year 1850, that having vainly sought for 
. health in foreign. travel, and as vainly labored to f nd a 

new Sensation in new places, I returüed to the honte of 
my childhood, a lonely country village in Kentucky, 
where all things wbre changed, friends and kindred , jone, 
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and nothing remained but memory to stimulate the mor
bid fancy of an used-up valetudinarian-into visions of 
romance and. unreality. The farm-house in which I fbund . 
a temporaiy boarding-place was tenanted by.a good, 
warm-hearted widow, who had inherited it from-an ances
tor of my own. My landlady, Mrs. White, i—whoni I 
shall at once acknowledge to have entered info the fam- 
ily of the “aliases,”— was possessed of some means of 
her .own besides the estate she enjoyed, But being child- 
less, “ a lone woman,” and naturally of a remarkably gen
ial disposition, and much given to the society of ’her 
fellow creatures, she willingly accepted me as a boarder 

' when I called upon her to make the. proposition. Besides 
herseif and her hired girls, Mrs. White kept open house 
for half her acquaintanfees, and all her broiher’s family, 
consisting of a flock of little people of both sexes, who

• found “Aunty White’s.” pleasant menage and unstinted' 
hospitality far more to their taste than their own poor 
home. Being naturally fond of. children, and still in 
search of health and sensationalism, I fancied both were 
to be attairied in sporting through the woods and on the 
river’s bank with these entertaining little juveniles. 
Hence it was that I becanie-a close observer, as well as a . 
participator in their merry games. It was on a. certain 
occasion when I was rather more than usually disposed ' 
to be quiescent over my weekly päper, that l was teased 
into something like irritation by the pertinacious plead- 
ing of little Anna that I would come and make the doll’s 
table stand still

“ Why, what is the matter with the doll’s table ? ” I ex- 
claimed, pettishly, fairly dragged from my seat by my 
little tormentor.

“See, Mr. Asa, only see!” cried another. child, seated 
at a smp.ll round table in a dis Cant part of the room, and 
vainly attempting to steady it whilst she laid out her

<#»
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doll’s tea things. “ This nasty, ugly old table will not 
keep still; what do you suppose can ail it ? ” ’

“ What indeed 1 ” I muttered, as' I looked above, and 
below, and all round a little witch of a round stand, which 
was jerking and shuffling, and leaning over, now on this 
side, and now on that, ujithout the smallest earthly sign 
of ar$ cause that« could create even a Vibration in its 
material. “What can be the matter with the table?” 
I reechoed again and again, as the motions continued 
with more force than ever, whilst the mystery remained 
unexplained. •
’ “ That’s what I say, Mr. Asa,” chimed in the voice of 
the children’s mother, entering the room at this mon^ent, 
and advancing towards us, though with no appeärance of 
surprise. “ Mr. Asa, I’m very glad somebody sees tthis 
thing besides myself and the children. Here it is, just as 
usual—going on like anything — and nobody able to 
explain why.” .

“ But my’dear Mrs. Clark,” I replied, “you don’t mean 
’ to say this table has ever acted in this most un-tablelike 

way. before ? ” ,
“Maybe not this particular one, Mr. Asa, but every 

other one in my house does; and I teil prou honestly; I’m 
beginning lo think it’s awful, and L only wish I lived 
somewhere where I could call in the police, or a bishop, 
or some one that knows something, to explain why it is 
that whenever Anna, or Minnie, or for the matter of that, 
Charlie, or Johnnie, or Alexander, or indeed any of our 

■ children, go near a table, it begins to dance and spin, and 
jump about just like a possessed thing —just like — 0, 
gracious, goodness me! look at that! ”

As the good matron spoke, the table, as if it had been 
a thing of life, and desirous of illustrating her words, rose 
bodily up into the air, leant over, yct without Spilling or 
disarranging a single toy spread out on its surface, Jifted
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itself up at least fbur feet, and subsided 'gently by the. - 
very side of the astonished and horrified Speaker.

The children,- who had become, it seems, familiär with 
this gymnastic tendency in their own tebles, screamed 
with delight; but the poor mother, struck beyond endur- 
ance with the_ ghostly horror of such an unusual feat, 
feil back upon a couch nearly fainting. ' To say truth, I 
should have shared her terror had I witnessed that per
formance for the first time; but only two years ago, I 
had visited the weird scene of the far-famed Rochester 
Knockings, and in the presence of the Misses Fox of 
Hydesville, I beheld tables dance, aye, and heard them ' 
speak too, and that to a tune which had considerably . 
shaken my skepticism on the subject of ghosts, especially • 
such as were addicted to the “ pleasures of the table.” In 
a word, although not in the ordinary sense of the term, 
a “ Spiritualist,” I had become aware of the fact that there 
were more things in heaven and earth tban were dreamed ' 
of in our philosophy. '

Directing, therefore, all my efforts to reassure the 
affrighted mother, and check the impish merriment of-- 
the litüe ones, I gravely poured out to them and the 
good widow White — who had joined ns in the rnäleef— 
a detail of some of the mai^els I had witnessed at Roch- ' 
ester, and divers suggestions, concerning their similarity 
with the present demonstrations. It was with terrible 
misgivings, fears, and tremblings, that I finally succeeded . 
in seating the whole party around another and less fear- 
some table; for despite all I could allege, I could not at ’ 
first persuade my friends that the mischief, or, as they • 
suggested, “ the evil one,” in proprio, personal, was not ii 
that particular table. At length, by dint of putting that 
harmless piece of wood away, and substituting a grave, 
substantial looking dining-table in jts place, I got them 
all seated and placed in the exact positions which I re-
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membered to have seen in the Misses Fox’s circles at 
Rochester.

We had not been seated five minutes before the whole 
party .became scattered right and Jeft, the widow taking 
refuge in one comer of the. Apartment, the sister-in-law in 
anothgr, the frightened dhildren perched on top of a bu
reau, and'myself sfretched- prostrate on the floor, laid ör 
lifted there out of my chair as if I had been a sax?k of 
flour, whilst the grave, and hitherto respectably condttcted 
family dining-table waltzed, polkaed, and caprioled a oout 
the ’apartment, with all the. agility of a trained circus 
horse. -

That night, and for three succeeding days, every ar ticle 
of fumiture in Mrs. Clark’s housejumped, danced, wa ked, 
and ign, with an amount of spontaneity and lawlessness 

x fearftu to witness, and impossible to restrain.
Myself, Widow White, and finally every neighbor or 

friend within any accessible distance, were summon^d to 
aid in praying, exorcising, holding on, and being upset, in 
fact, in aiding and abetting the clamor and confusion oc- 
casioned by the obsessed furniture in every conceiyable 
way that a half demented multitude was capable of. | .

All would not do. Persistent rappings, whistfings, 
shrieks, dancing of feet, sawing of boards, and tumblings 

. up, and down and about, and around, kept up a cliorus 
• night and day to the clatter of falling crockery, hnrling 
stones, and breaking window-panes.' Terror, distraction, 
noise, and clamor, human and superhuman, invaded the 

' whole district, and converted a remote country solitude 
into a pandemonium, which nothing short of the pen of a 
Milton could describe.

As many of my readers must have witnessed, and nearly 
all have heard of similar scenes, especially in the advent 
of the Spiritual movement, when the manifestations were' 
of a more boistefbus character than at present, I shall
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‘ not reiterate.details which must be over-familiar already, 
but proceed to narrate twö of the scenes which resulted 
from the introduction of spirits in Whitesvflle. Mrs. 
White was' a very piously disposed, as well as a loving- 
hearted and genial person. Her religious and affectional 
tendencies were both appealed to in the communion 
with “ the beloved ones gone before,” and when, after sev
eral weeks qf persistent and orderly circle holding, I suc- 
ceeded in changing the demonstrationsfrom the work of 
imps to the communication of well recognized spirit 
friends, the good widow, her sister-in-law, brother, and all 
her friends, became as eamest and zealous devotees to the 
spirit circle äs ever ‘Teceived the light of Spiritualism. 
Like most new converts, however, Widow White and her 
enthusiastic associates bent their whole souls to the task 
of compelling the Communications to confbrm to their 
peculiar proclivities, rather than waiting to see what the 
spirits had. to say to them. -

The widow being, as above hinted, of a pious turn, so- 
licited the society’of the prophets, partriai^chs, and apos- 
tles, not caring mach to associate with any spirit who did 
not claim to hail from the “ Holy Land,” and tb have been 
in the spirit world at least ei^hteen centuries or there- 
abouts.

Now, Mr. Clark, the happy father of the mediumistic 
little Clarks, was great on politics; and having proved to 
his entire satisfaction that spirits communicated, con- 
signed his grandparents and other family spirits to the 
shades belöw,and insisted on receiving nothing that Was not 
endorsed by one of America’s ex-presidents, defunct States- • 
men, or independence fathers. Tö complete the circle of 
“ very high spirits ” whom the peculiar tastes of the Clark 
and White families drew around them, Alexander Coper- 
nicus Jenkins Clark, the eldest son, being at that time 
taking lessons in Latin of the village schoolmaster (the

■ \ 10 .
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gentleman who kept shoes in repair and taught the young 
idea how to shoot), determined to hold intercourse with 
none but classical characters; hence, whilst the widow was 
receiving a tipped out message from the spirit of “ Saul, 
the sön. of Kish,” and the father Clark was eagerly watch- 
ing the hand of little Minnie scratching out a communica- 
tion ^om George Washington, the son Clark, or “Aleck 
Cus,” as the younger children called him ’for short, was 
crying, “ 0 bother! ” to the king of Israel, and “ Get out 
now, will ye! ” to the father of his country, whilst a vehe
ment exclamation of “ Come on, Cicero ! I want to have a 
talk with yoii or Brutus, I don’t care which,” .signified 
that this young gentleman was particularly addicted to 
the classics and classical spirits.

To do them justice, the grave and reverend personages 
• • thus invoked always seemed ready enough to respond, and 

not only professed to come, but rapped, or pointed out 
alphabetically, through their youthful- media, Communi
cations with which their devotees expressed themselves 
“ lifted up almost to the seventh heaven.” As the family 
were for some months incessant in their mvocations to the 
world of spirits, they of course received, as they them
selves alleged, quires and quires of foolscap closely writ- 
ten, from their several tutelary spirits, all of which. they 
took delight in reading to every one whom they could in
duce to listen to them.

As a .specimen of the modes by which some of the Spir
itual ists in the early days of the moveinent communed 

• with the “ very high spirits” who particularly favored 
their circles, I give the following excerpts from the Clark 
and White memorandä: —

August 29tÄ. Present at our circle, Aunt White, father, mother, etc. 
The spirit of üncle Job Kennison reported himself. Father Baid, “ How 
d’ye do ? ” and then asked him to please give way to Randolph of Roa

' noke, Patrick Henry, "Xnd Andrew Jackson, who had promised to come
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• that morning and communicate on the affairs of the nation. Uncle Job 
kicked over the table, and left. Presently Bandolph of Boanoke, Pat
rick Henry, and Andrew ‘ Jackson, began to manifest, They first danced 
the table to the tune of “ Yankee Doodle,” and then kept time rap
ping, whilst'Mfnnie sang “Hail Columbia,” which was very convincing. 
Then Patrick Henry tipped out, “ Give me liberty, or give me death,” and 
signed bis nam& Father seid this was wouderful. A. Jackson then 
came and spelled out through the rappings, — -.

’ “ By the Eternal, if things don’t go as I want ’em to go, $11 be down 
upon ’em like a thousand of bricks. Andrew Jackson.”

Father said “This was just bim,” and then he osked for Bandolph ; 
but just then Saint Paul put in, and says he, —

“ Aunty White, you are right; dark as night, shineth bright, in the 
light of Aunty White. Paul of Tabsüs.” 1

Aunt was much gratified, of course.
“ Now,' ’ says I, “ wbose turn is next ? ”
“ Here you are! ” was immediately tipped out; and when I asked 

“ Who are you ? ” was wrote, “ Tub, —lantern, — Diogenes.'*
“Tm very glad to see you, Diogenes,” says I, “but please just call 

Plutarch, will you ? P ve a special question to ask of him>”
Diogenes said Plutarch was busy, but if we’d a mind to give Plato a 

turn, he was there, and would communicate,
Then aunty up and said she didn’t like Plato ; be was ufreejover, as 

she’d heard, and she didu’t want none of that sort. . ‘
I said Plato wasn’t nothing of the sort. He had a kind of a sort of 

love different to other folks, but it wasn’t free, and unless she knew the 
classics it wasn't of ne nse to teil her what it was. By this time, how
ever, Nancy Angelina had got entrance^and getting up, says she, —

“ O ye mortal humaus ! what for do I hear ye a-riling each other, and 
friends and kindred, what ought to be bounded in bonds of brotherly love 
and Christian unity, a-giving each other fits, for what? a narnö 1 a mere 
human, earthly, mortal name. O, children of light! shame on ye I 
shame! Don't go for to do it In tbe seventh sphere, without all fear, 
I do appear, and quickly hear. Again TU come to you. Ezekjel the 
Phofhbt.” .

Here Nancy Angelina having given tbe name, as the custom of our 
spirits was, Ezekiel he left, and Daniel Webster coming, aunty said she 
was sorry, for she’d long wanted to speak to Ezekiel about them dry 
bones vision tbat be’d wrote about, and she wanted to know if it didn’t 
meau’Deacon Stone’s prayer-meetings, for Lord knew they were dry 
bones enough. But Daniel Webster putting in with, “ SilOnce, woman 1 
let the counsel for the defendaut proceed ! ” he went on with such a
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Speech as made our eure tingle; and as to'Hhe table, why, it danced aud. ■ 
chevied round until it got three legs'ofi*, and the other broken.

Ben Franklin then coming in said, Bays he,u That was the applause, 
and a wonderful strong manifestation of spirit power, for which your 
souls-should be uplifted in gratitude.” .... '

If my reader haa never been present at any such circles 
as ftie above, I ,can only say I häve, and at many such. 
I wish I could add tnat the above was only a solitary 
specimen of a solitary case; but the thick volume from 
which I extract this veritable account of the Clark and 
White circles, contains records of at least a hdndred 
more such ’scenes, and those witnessed by at least a hun- 
dred more investigators like myself. . !

In vain had I besoüght the sincere but simple-minded 
enthusiasts of Whitesville to “ txy the spirits,” and in the . . 
early part of their experiences to test the Communications, 
accepting nothing as genuine until they haid actually 
proved it to be so. The infatuation for gr.eat names • 
completely led their judgments captive. ‘ They didn’t 
want teste, they said, only “ high spirits ; ” and when I 
suggested that they had no • means of knowing whether 
these “high spirits” were really the parties they pur- 
ported to be, and that half their Communications might 
be from deceiving spirits, they were greatly offended, 
called me “ skeptical,” complained that I brought “ a bad 
influence,” and declared that the mediums were all truth, 
and as incapable of error as the mighiy minds that were . 
attracted to their circles.

Finding I gained nothing but ill will by my attempts to 
stem the tide of their fanaticism, I had to leave the result 
to time. Still I was convinced there was a marvelous 
truth in the phenomena, and a significance, which in wise 
hands and with keen analytical minds, might become a 
revelation of astonishing power. At times I almost de- 
spaired of everynaking anything of Spiritualism amidst all
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the absurdities which my poor friends brought to bear 
‘iipon the,subject; but again, I was snatched from the 
mazes of doubt and skepticism by such tokens as the fol- 
lowing. Seeing little Minnie alone one day, amusing her
self with her doll, and knowing her to be the most simple

. minded, artless, yet powerful of the mediumistic family 
band, I asked her'to oblige me by giving me a little sit- 
ting all alone to ourselves. The chüd, flattered by my re
quest, cheerfully complied; but she had scarcely seated 
herseif by my side at the table, when the peculiar lustre 
and fixidity of her large blue eyes apprised me that an 
invisible magnetizer was at hand. Pushing pencil and 
paper towards her, in obedience to her signals, Minnie 
rapidly sketched out a graveyard, with a large and unfa- 
miliar-lookihg tree overshadowing a green mound, sur
rounded by blooming roses, and covered with *turf, but 
bearing no inscription. At the head of this mound, how- 
ever, the entranced artist depicted a fair, white marble 
urn, from which hung a delicately-carved scroll with the 
single word “ Juanita.”

Undemeath this drawing the medium wrote, “ Another 
form lies mouldering there. Have you fbrgotten her? 
She is nameless and unknown on earth, but she has not 
fbrgotten you, nor are you unknown to her. The angels ' 
call her Evangeline.” .

Ten years before, I bad laid away in a quiet graveyard 
in Madrid, a sweet“ young Spanish wife, who had blessed 
my arms but a few short months, and who had left me a 
lonely, misanthropic man, passing from my longing eyes 
and breaking heart with her infant girl, a little bud which 
had bloomed, withered, and died, in one single hour of 
life. I laid them away together beneath the mound my 
own hands had turfed and planted with flowers.

The graveyard, the scene, all were true tb life, and • 
graphically drawn by the childish artist No living crea-
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ture on-American goil ever knew that I had had a Span- 
ish wife, or even been married at all. They called me 
“ a crusty old bachelor.” Alas! I moumed my lost Juan- 
ita in a silence too sacred for complaint.or utterance. 1 
had resolved with my beloved one before the birth of our 
babg, that if it should Iprove -to be a girl we would call 
her Evangeline. ' ( .

I have called her so ever since the day on which I 
found her again, a heavenly risen spirit

(To be continuedj t

■)



. SIBYLLINE LEAVES IN ANTIQUITY.

THE CÜJLEAN SIBYL, AND THE PYTHIA OF DELPHI.

• • BY VESPER. ’

It is but a quarter of a Century since any writer who ' 
deemed it worth his while to devote a whole chapter to a 
dissertation on Sibylline subjects, could have only saved 
his reputation front the charge of gross Superstition or 
idle credulity, by taking shelter under a classical mantle, . 
and assuming that the beliefs of antique sages and phi- . 
losophers were myths; and, whilst their literature and 
opinions were held up as the world’s highest Standard of 
scholasticism, their religious opinions should be treated as 
blind folly, or pitiable ignorance. • . . '

It is but a quarter of a Century since this was the 
status of populär opinion on the subject of which we . ( 
treat, but that one quarter of a Century has wrought a . 
greater change -in this res^tect than all the progress of. 
the last five hundred years has been able to efiect. To 
analyze the testimony which the records of history afford 
us concerning the Sibyls, is no longer to dispute their . 
powers or question their existence, but to examine how far 
tbe experiences of these celebrated personages correspond 
with the peculiar idiosyncrasies of the individuals whom, 
in our own time, we denominate “ spirit mediumsAs in 
our last article we reviewed briefly the charaoteristics 
which distinguished the media through whose instru- * 
mentality, in the first instance, the * advent of modern 
Spiritualism was inaugurated, so we deem it a fitting
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corollary to that theme, to gather up the fragments 
which classical literature has bequeathed to us concern- 
ing their great prototypes, the Sibyls of. Greece and 
Rome. . , I

Some classibal authors .have limited the number of I 
Sibyl^to four, but the denerality of ancient writers give : 
a list of ten, to whbm th|y assign names -according to the 
countries of their birth. Varrb thus enumerates them: —

The Delphian,— elder and younger; the Cimerian, 
and two Sibyls, both named ’ Erythraen; the Samian, 
the Cumaeanthe Hellespontian, the Phrygian, and the 
Tiburtine. Of all these, the Cumaean and the Delphian 
have been the most renowned. It is to the Cumaean 
Sibyl that is attributed the authorship of the femous 
Sibylline books, the sale of which to King Tarquinius, by 
an unknown old woman (supposed to have been the 
Sibyl herseif) all classical historians have frequently men- 
tioned. These books were nine in number when first I 
tendered for sale to the king. When he refused to pur
chase them, the old woman threw three of them into the I 
fire, and returning to the king, demanded the same price 
as before' for the remaining six. The offer being still re
fused, the unknown destroyed three more of her singulär 
wares, and again returning, demanded the same price for 
the three, which she had, asked in the first instance for 

.the whole nine. Struck with the oddity of this proceed- 
ing, Tarquinius paid the price demanded, but no sooner 
became possessed of the books, than the old woman who

‘ had sold them disappeared.
On examination, the contents of the volumes proved to 

be the vaticinations of the renowned Sibyls, and so great 
was the value set upon these writings, that Tarquinius. 
appointed two officials, especially charged with the duty 
of guarding them, and only permitting them to be in- 
spected and consufted by duly constituted authorities, in
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* seasons of great national emergency. Notwithstanding 
the high respect with which the Sibylline writings were 
regarded, the original volumes purchased by Tarquinius 
were destroyed by fire. Other monarchs caused fresh 
collections to be made, and the most careful researches . 
were instituted to gather up and preserve all the Sibylline 
writings extant Notwithstanding this, several succeed- 
ing collections shared the fate of their predecessor; so it 
is fair to conclude. that .the voluminous mass of books 
attribu’ted to the Sibyls, and quoted by the early Christ 
tian, as well .as heathen authors, in support of their 
favorite dogmas, contained as many interpolations as ' 
genuine writings ; indeed, it is questionable whether äny 
of the original Sibylline vaticinations survived the wreck 
of fire and revolution, which consumed the most valuable 
records of those storrhy times. On the question of the' 
number of those whom history has designated the Sibyls, ‘ 
there can be no doubt but that many prophetic women, 
who succeeded each other in the temple Services of 
different districts, were called by the same name, so that, 
in fact, the Classification of Varro, given above, applies ' 
rather to the places with which they were associated, 
than to the actual limitationv^f their numbers. There 
jeems to have been some points of diflerence between 
the Priestesses, the Pythia of Delphi, wandering Prophet- 
esses, and the personages mentioned as Sibyls. The 
fact that so many women of antiquity manifested pro
phetic powers, and were so frequently endowed with 
the faculty of rendering oracular responses under the 
afflatus of what was deemed “ Divine Inspiration,’1 renders । ■ 
it a task of some difficulty to discriminate amongst the 
variety of powers from which they derived celebrity. We 
shall avail ourselves, therefore, of the many fine descrip- 
tions rendered by classical writers of the Cumsean Sibyl, 
and the Pythia of Delphi, deeming that we shall find in '
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these remarkable characters the best representations of 
- ■ their whole classf

Virgil, in descnbing the Cumtean Sibyl, says ehe was 
born in the district of Troy, but went to Italy, where for 
a time.she dwelt in a cayera in the vicinity of the Aver» ■ 
nian kke. »' " ) • ’

She sometimes wrote'her oracles upon palm leaves, 
which she laid at the entrance of her cave, suflering the 
winds to scatter them, and bear them whither the gods 

" directed. At other times, she gave responses orally to 
those who came to consult her, and many chapters could 
be written on the marvelous accuracy of her prophecies, 
and the remarkable lucidity with which she delivered her 
descriptions of distant persons and things. In writing of 
this “Sacred Maid,” as he styles her, Virgil gives the 
following well-known delineation qf- her “ Corybantie ” 
modes of prophesying. ‘

“Aloud she cries,
. ‘ This is the time! inquire your d'estinies !

He comes ! Behold the god !’ Thus, while she said, 
And sbiv’ring at ehe sacred entry staid, 
Her color changed, her face was not the same, 
And hollow groans from her deep spirit came; .

’ Her hair stood up, conrulsive rage possessed
Her trembling limbs, and heaved her laboring breast.

. Greater than human kipd she seemed to look, *
And with an accent more than mortal spoke..
Her staring.eyes with sparkling fury. roll, ' 
And all the god came rushing on her soul.
Struggling in vain, impatient of her load, 

. ' And laboring underneath the ponderous god,
' The more she strove to shake him from her breast, 
With more and far Superior force be pressed, 
Commands his entrance, and without contest 
Usurps her organs, and inspires her souL”

■ Dryden's Trantlalion of jSneia, Book VL

This Cumtean Sjbyl declares ofhersellj —
“ I am entirely on the stretch, and my body is so stupefied, that I do
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■ not know what I say, but the god commands me to'speak: Why must I 
publiah my eong to every one ? and when my spirit rests, after the 
divine hymn, the god commands me to vaticinate (prophesy) again. I 
know the nnmber of the grains of sand, and the measure of the aun. I 
know the height of the earth, and the number of men, stars, trees, and 
beasts.”. • •

The Cumaean ’Sibyl, amongst dther very important 
prophecies, foretold that terrific eruption of VesuviuS, in 
which Pliny, the haturalist, is said to have perished, and 
so many cities were destroyed. She wrote, besides, many 
books which were held in the highest veneration by the 
Romans, and is supposed to have been the original of the 
fine statue which was placed in the temple of Jupiter 
Capitolinus, representing her holding öne of her famous 
Sibylline books in her hand. . .

Passing over the vivid descriptions rendered by Plu- 
tarch, Varro, Heraclides, and others, of the various Sibyls 
of other names, we mnst now draw a slight sketch of the 
famous Pythia of Delphi, who, whether one or many, has 
been more widely renowned for demonstrating the fact 
of prophetic power than any other name in history, the 
Cumsean Sibyl alone excepted.

" Th^ small town of Delphi, in Phocis, would never have 
attained any celebrity from Ms. Situation or commerciäl 
importance, had it not been the site of one of the most 
renowned of all the Grecian oracles—that of the Apollo 
of Delphi

The site of the once magnificent temple, so famed for 
its Pythian Oracle, is at the northwestern. extremity of 
the town, built on the slope of the beautiful mountain 
called Parnassus. ■ .

Shutting in the crescent-like inclosure which comprises 
the ancient site of Delphi, is a vast mountain, split 
asunder, apparently by volcanic action, and presenting 
two high peaks or cliifs, which. the Greeks called “ The 
Brothers.” It is from this circumstance fhat the town is

\ •

• ■ 3 ■
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’ supposed to bave derived the name of Delphi or Adel- 

phus. From the cleft which divides these. two gigantic 
peaks, flows out the far-famed Castalian Spring; and 
here tradition asserts that Apollo and the nine Muses, to 
whoni the spring was dedicated, endowed those who 
drank of, or bathed in its' cool, translucent waters, with 
the gtfts of prophecy, musical and poetical Inspiration. .

On the spot which subsequently became ’the centre of 
the gorgeous temple of Apollo, formerly yawned a deep 
cavern, from which issued those stränge mephitic vapors 
which were supposed to exercise so powerful an influence 
in preparing the Pythia for the possession of the oracular 
god. All authors of the time declare that the cavern 
was charged with vapors of that peculiar quality .which 
excited a species of frenzy in animals, and delirious 
ecstacy in the human beings who inbaled it'

The discovery of these remarkabfe properties in the 
cavern was due, it is alleged, to a goat-herd, who, notic
ing how wild and frantically his fl.ock leaped about after 

• straying into the entrance, made his way into its recesses, 
and was afterwards found in the frenzied condition com- 
mon to all who ventured within its charmed precincts. 
After the spot had attracted general attention, and be
come in that superstitious age venerated for its myste- 
rious power of evoking the spirit of “ vaticination ” or 
prophecy, it was set apart as a hallowed place. The 
priests of Apollo declared it was the choice dwelling- 
place of the god, and that the utterance of those who 
pesorted thither, and came under the influence of “ the 
divine fury,” were henceforth to be regarded as prophetic, 
and their ravings received as oracular.

It must be remembered that it was the universal be
lief of the time, that the ravings of lunacy were pro
phetic, and denoted the possession of some god ; hence it 
is not surprising th^t a place capable of producing upon

-K
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all comers the afflatus so highly reverenced should be 
regarded as holy, and become the scene of those super- 
stitious rites cömmon to the time and conntry. As it 
was found that little eise than wild confusion and unin* 
telligible ravings resulted from permitting the cavern to 
become a place of universal resort, the Phocian authori- 
ties command’ed that a maiden of pure life and unspotted 
character should be selected, who was brought to the 
sacred spot, immersed in the waters of the 'Costalian 
Spring, arrayed in pure white, crowned with lahrels, and 
required to perform divers other ceremonies qf pnrifica- 
tion and preparation. When this was done,! the priests 
of Apollo held the “Pythia,” as she was termed, over . 
the entrance of the cavern, and, provided she'could endure 
the inhalation of the exhalations without permanent loss 
of' reason, or, as it more than once happbned, without 
yielding up life itself in the frantic convulsions which 
sometimes ensued, the novitiate was deemed the elect 
of the god, and duly installed as his priestess, by taking 
her seat on a tripod or basin, with three ears of gold, 
placed at the entrance to the cavern. - .

Plutarch alleges that the first and most celebrated 
Pythia who served the Delphic Oracle was a beautiful • 
young countiy girl nameäJSibylla, from I the district ‘ of 
Libya. It is probable that from this ancient prophetess 
was derived the name of Sibyl, afterwards conferred on 
all her dass. In later years it was found necessary to 
select women of mature, and sometimes of advanced age, 
to serve the oracle, the sacred character of their profes- . 
sion having been found insufficient to protect the Pythia 
from the licentiousness of the age. Plutarch, •writing of . 
this inspired woman, says: —

We derive immense advantagcs from the favor the gods have coii- 
ceded to her. She and the priestess of Dodona confer on maukind the 
grentest benefits, both public and private.
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It would be impossible to enumerate all the instances in which the 
Pythia proved her power of foretelling events, and the facts themselves 
are so well and geuerally. known, that it would be useless to bring forth 
new evidences. She is second to no one in purity of morale'and chas- 
tity of conducU Brought up by her poor parenta in tbe country, sbe 
bringe with her neither art hör experience, nor any talent whatever, 
when ehe arrives at Delphi, ta be the Interpreter of the god. She is 
consulted on all accoun(s: tnamage, travels, harrest, diseases, etc-, etc- ' 

{Her answers, though submitten to the severest scrutiny, have never 
proved false or incorrect. On the contrary, the verification of them bas 
filled the temple with gifta from all parts of Greece and foreign coun- 
tries. >

A Greek gentleman, who still resides at the spot once 
so venerated as the seat of divine Inspiration, furnishes 
us with. some interesting descriptions of the place, to- 
gether with notices of the wild region which was the 
scene of the Cumaean Sibyl’s vaticinations. This writer 

' says: — -
The Lake of Avemus was once the extinct crater of a mighty vol- 

cano, and tbe whole region, though now fertilized by its waters, bears 
the marks of being fire-scarred, and presents a most gloomy and repul- 

'■ sive appearance. Tbe clefts in the savage rocks abound with caverns 
exhaliug mephitic vapors and bituminous odors. It was in one of tbe 

' wildest, gründest, yet most awe-inspiring gorges of these mountains, 
that the cavern existed which tradition nffirms to have beed the dwell- 
ing of the Cumsean Sibyl. Tbe scattered inhabitants of the surrounding 
district believed that this gloomy grotto was the entrance to the nether 
world ; that the hamtners of the Titan«, working in the mighty labora- 
tories of' the Pintonic realms, might be heard, ever and anon, reverberat- 

-ing through the thick and sollen air. The dark waters of the gloomy 
lake were supposed to communicate directly with the silent flow of the 
river of death,'the Lethean stream, made dreadful by the apparitions 

, of unblest spirits who floated from. the Avernian sbores to the realms 
of eternal night and torture. Here dwelt the famous Cumtean Sibyl, 
and from tjie exbalations of those poisouous regions, fatal to the birds 
that attemptcd to wing their way through its burdened airs, or the living 
creatures that strayed amidst its savage wilds, this weird woinan derived 
that fierce ecstasy in which she wrote and raved of the dcstiny of na
tions, the fatc of artnies, the downfall of kingdoms, and the decay of 
dynasties.

Monarclis and stateSmen shaped their acts by her sublime counsels.
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< The secrets of the nnwrltten future were mapped out to- her far-seeing 
eyes, as on an open page.

t The purposes of the gods were made known to her as if she had been 
7 their connselor, and the inexorable fates revealed, through her lips, thb 

decrees in .which thrones and empires crumbled into dust, as though she 
had been the mouthpiece of the Eternal One. -

The mournful regions of the Avemian Lake were in stränge contrast 
to the .equally celebrated, bat far more attractive scenes cotfcecrated to - 
the Oracle of the sun god, in the delightfol country of the.Delphian Pythia.

. All travellers agree that the neighborhood of Mount Parnassus and 
the beautifnl Castalian Spring is of a mach more genial character, Spärk
ling, äs it is, with the sunlight, and fragrant with bloom, yet there is,' to . 
my mind, an evident Connection between the infiuences of the exhalations 
derived from the Avemian and Delphic caverns. The chasm, so fomed 
as the scene cf the Pythia’s utterances, is now no longer to be eeen. 
The snperb temple of Apollo was so bnilt as to inclose, and secure it 
from the äpproach of the vulgär, and at this day no sign of such a chasm 
is visible; but there are many clefis in the rocke, and one in especial, 
which forms a deep cavem, into which I have myself penetrated as far as 

. - I dared; but as I descended, dinging to its rugged sides, with the inten- * 
tion of exploring it, I noticed the exhak.tions which arose from it, and 
soon Tound that they were beginning to produce upon me the same efiect 
as the inhalation of the nitrous oxlde (laughing) gas. The following 
day I visited that and two other cavems piercing the mountains in the 
same direction, and by applying Chemical teste to the vapors exhaling 
from within, I found my suspicions confirmed, and am convinced there 
are Chemicals in these regions which continually generate nitrous oxide 
gas.

The andent Pythia were held by the priests of the temple sufficiently 
long over the cavernous opening to inhale the mephitic vapors, which 
intoxicated them?

They wore their long hair loose, and dripping with the waters of the 
Castalian fountain, in which they bathed before assuming the tripod. 
They were then arrayed in pure white, and crowned with the laurels 
which grew wild in profose luxnriance around the place. The temple - 
was magnificent beyond description. Colossal statuary, exquisite ' 
carvings, the fairest marbles, the richest paintings, gildings, and bas- - 
reliefs, adorned every inch of space dedicated to the “ God of the beanti- 
ful and the wise.” The perfume of the rose and myrde, and the^sn- 
trancing odor of thousands of laurel leaves, strewed around on every 
side, for the benefit of those who sought oracular responses, through the 
temple sleep, must have subdued the will, and intoxicated the senses into
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precisely that- condition most fevorable for the production of deep som- 
nambulism. . I .

The Pythia were most commonly unsophisticated country women, se-, ' 
lected for their aspirational tendencies, and devout, impressible natures.

Sometimes, as in the case of the Samian Sibyl, they were natural 
prophhtesses, and nad already acquired a reputation for prophetic gifte, 
before they were subjected to the'entrancing itifluences of Delphi. But 
once tjiere, bathed in -the deucionsly cool and invigorating waters of 
Castalia, intoxicated with the perfumes of the laurel, qnd maddened with 
the thystic vapors of the celestial grotto, it is no marvel that the soul of 
the mortal should jsink into diin unconsciousness, and tlie spirits of im- 
mortals should ent^r in and possess the entranced lenement. . . .

I am now well convinced, and that notwithstanding all the changes 
wrought by the. fire-king from his laboratory in the earth's centre, 
that the Avemian region abounds with vapors of a similar character to 
those e|thaled at Delphi. It is a qnestion which I thiuk well worthy 
the consideration of the scientist, whether the “ divine fury,” conjuied 
up in the persons of the Sibyls during their raticinations, did not originate 
in the influence of mephitic odors, and whether very impressible persons, 
brought into contact with similar essences, might not still manifest 
similar powers. '

Our correspondent’s remark is- doubtless correct, for it 
has been repeatedly. demonstrated in the practices oi 
Eastern magic,- that drugs, vapors, violent motions, dis- 
tracting noise, soothing music, staring into crystals, water, ‘ 
bright surfaces, ’ etc., are all means of procuring that 
artificial somnambulism which has been called fascina- 
tion, enchantment, spells,, etc., etc. j In t£e mean time,. 
modern Spiritualism disposes of these, like many other 
subtle psychological problems, by proving that the health- 
ful influence of kirid, loving spirit friends, is more potent 
.to produce the magnetic sleep, and cause even chairs, 
tables, and other inanimate objects to prophesy, than all 
the spells of the Egyptian magician, or the mephitic 
vapors of Delphi or Avernus.

The stately forms of the Sibyls have vanished from the 
earth. The white-robed priest and the vestal virgin no 
longer float througjti multitudes of adoring votaries, as 
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■ mediums between a race of gods and men. The altar • • 
fires of the temples are quenched, the colossal forms of 

i» marble deities overthrown, the orades are’dumb, and the.
books of the Sibyls all consumed in the whelming flames 
of time and change. '

The bowers 6f Grecian myrtle and rose are choked up 
with trailing weeds, and the voluptuous shade of the 
laurel groves are deepened into an unbroken night of 
rank Vegetation. Faded beauty, and living ugliness. 
death, ruin, and decay, occnpy the stately seats gfancient ■ 
devotion, and the sunlight of Inspiration seems tor have . 
gilded the purple and gold peaks of Parnassus for the last 
timebut the cup of Inspiration, ran dry in classie Greece, 
is flowing full and abundantly in newer, happier landa

The links which bind the mortal and immortal, torn 
asunder by the catastrophies of war and desolation, in 

* ancient lands, have stretched out into telegraphic lines 
between the worlds of spirit and humanity; and though 
the modern medium can never fill the place which the 
Sibyl of antiquity occupied in sublimity of Inspiration, in , 
romantic lore, and heathen splendor, she is sufficientfor 
the age she lives in; sufficient to bring to a cold and ' 
materialistic world the undoimted proofe of thO soul’s 
immortality, and the fatherhood of the one universal God 
who is a spnra.

n
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THE GARLAND. ; '

SUMMARY OF A FEW WERKS' EXPERIENCES OF. ’ COMMÜNION 
BETWEEN THE WOHLD OF SPIRITS AND MORTALS.

Since it is “ human to err,” much error and many mistakes may creep - 
into this workl These, when respectfnlly pointed out, will be as respect- 
fully acknowledged and repaired---- Wettern Star, Wo. L, Page 6.

[To theAboTO remark we here beg to add, mtetakesand cnon vfil be munmarily correeted, whöther 
respectfully pctated outor not; ae an filnstratton of which, we ccmmeneoonr mmmaiy by Btoting 
that, whereas, we were infonned. by a Spiritualist of Hartford, Connecticut, that Mre. B\ T. Brigham 
was engaged to lecture in that City for one year, we are now advised that oqr information was erro- 
neoue, and. the statctneni ineomcU Agaln; a typographfcal ernt has oocamd, In attributing the 
Buthorahlp of the41 Spiritual Pilgrim,to He suhJect, }. M. Peebles, rather than to that tolented gen« 
tlnnan’s equaliy tolented biogrepher, J. 0. Barrett. Stfll another error caBs ffir correctica, oceor- 
ring in the (tote of Änma Hardiuge Brittra’e letter an the Buttfect of Dr. CcUtas'» celebratöd Optant 
eatingeuxe. For ”1868” nsd “1870,” audfor“fixeyears”nad44 a fowtnanthfl.”

Haring tnade the ammde hononzhle to those who daem ’ooe blundsr of more fanportanee than B 
tbousand good wurde,-we proaccd to falfill our task of weaxfoga gariand of the ßjäritual blossem» 
gathered riuce last wn eotnnuned with our readars.]

European Spiritualists have been, with some show of 
justice, accused.of being slow to receive the glorious tid
ings of an open communion between the spiritual and 
natural worlds, but if they have rendered themselves 
amenable to this Charge, ibey may, with equal consist- 
ency, claim the credit of being as persevering as Bkepti- 
cal, and. as faithful to their convictions as cautious in 
yielding up to them.

When once convinced, moreover, the European mind 
exhibits a commendable degree of pertinacity, in examin- 
iug one subject before it, floate away in the direction of 
another. Thus, the phase of spirit photogfaphy which 
has of late earnestly engaged the attention of Spirit
ualists in Europe, has been so thoroughly scrutinized by 
their best thinkers, that very little opportunity remains 
to' perpetrate further frauds, if any such have been at- 
tempted. Within the last few weeks,‘the editors of this

1
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work have received from England, through a private 
source, a package of what purports to be photographs of 
spirits, taken through the mediumship of a Mr. Hudson, 
of London; and a request accompanies the package, that 
the ediiore, “ havin^ had iha advantage of American ex- 
periences in such pictures,;’ would furnish their European 
readers with some opinions thereon. With this request 
we, are-, unable to comply, seeing that our American ex- 
periences furnish us with nothing that bears the least 
similarity to the pictures received. Some of them are 
placed directly at the side of the sitters, and present an 
appeariince equally dense, and strictly human, and except 
the fact that they are for the most part veiled, and bear 
a striking resemblance to one very uncomely model, 
there is nothing to distinguish them from an ördinary 
attempt to represent two figures on the same plqte. In 
an exhaustive review of the subject given in the British 

■ Journal of Photography, dated May 24, 1872, we find the
following remark : — ;

We confess to a feeling of surprise how any photographer could be so 
blinded as not to see that such productions would be certain to provoke 
a perfect storm of hostile criticism, for more reckless indifferencö to the 
necessity for removing those features from which photographers of ordi- 
nary Intelligence were certain to dednce imposture, we have never seen.

' Cordially endorsing the aböve sentiment, and being 
unacquainted with any facts which might mpdify such an 
opinion, we should here close our remarks on the subject 
did we not observe a tendency in the European. Spirit
ual periodicals to associate these pictures with those of 
Mr. Wm. Mumler öf Boston, Mass, a photographer of spirit
ual forms, whose mediumship has come out triumphantly 
through the most severe crucial tests that were ever ap
plied to any of the alleged Spiritual phenomena.

Our space does not allow us to go into analytical de
tails, but it is but justice to Mr. Mumler] to rernind our 
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readers that the best proof that can be brought forward 
of a genuine character in spirit photography, is that 

. which so especially distinguishes his pictures: namely 
that hundreds of them (though not all) have been rec 
ognized as the portraits of deceased persons, and that bj 
strangers visiting Mr. Mumler’s studio for the first time. 
Düring Mr. Mumler’s trial in New York, and all through 
the bitter persecution which antagonism to his remark* 
able gift, called forth, a perfect cloud of witnesses, includ- 
ing many of the most respectable and yeracious persona 
in America, came forward to bear testimony to jthe fact, 
that they had received correct, and clearly defined por- 
traits of their departed friends, and that when the me
dium could not byany pqgsibility have had any knowledge 
of them. The whole course of the trial in question re- 
sulted in depriving Mr. Mumler’s judges of the slightest 
possibility of sustaining a charge of imposture against 
him.

Another specialty in the Boston pictures, and one 
which often occurs is, that some portion of the shadowy 
spirit form is seeh behind, and another part in front of 
the sitter. Take, for instance, the splendidly developed 
picture of Beethoven as a spiritj-Standing behind Emma 
Hardinge Britten, enclbsing her with shadowy arms, and 
placing before her a small lyre wreathed with flowers. 
This visionary looking lyre is actually seen, as if under 
the lady’s watch chain. Her dress is visible too, through 
the shadowy arms in front of her, whilst the noble-look- 
ing form and head Stands clearly erect behind l^er. Ex
perts in photography may practice for a Century, if they 
will, but though they may put wreaths, and dots, and 
clouds, and thick clurnsy looking forms on the plate be
fore ör after a sitting, they cannot, by any contrivance,, 
produce a figure enclosing the sitter in its arme, display- 
ing its transparent substance both before and behind that 
sitter, as in the case above described.
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' Amongst piles of testimonials of good spirit'photographs 
given to Mr.- Mumler, a representative case is that of 

-Moses A. Dow, the highly respected pr^prietor pf the
g Boston Waverley Magazine, who, having made - an appoint- . 

ment with Mr. Mumler under an assumed name, and • 
when sitting with hini for the first time, _a total stranger, 
procured a correct and clearly defined portrait of a young 
lady, a highly cherished friend of Mr. Dow, exhibiting a 
likeness - to a photograph in that gentleman’s possession 
as impossible to mistake, as it would be to question the

« identity of the ^ame figure stamped on two current coins 
by the same die. We need say no more. When spirit 
photography assumes atestsignificance of this high Order, 
its subjects may submit to public trials and private perse- 
cutions with the same impunity as Mr. William Mumler 
did, aye, ahd come out of the ordeal as he did, trium-

3
y and beyohd all reproach or suspicion.

last great Sensation in English Spiritualism has 
the brilliant course of lectures delivered by -the 

world-renowned poet, Gerald Massey, at St. George’s Hall, 
Loudon. Mr. Massey’s first appearance as a public ladvo- 
cate of Spiritualism, was as chairman to the splendid 
eonversazione convened to bid farewell and present a noble 
testimonial to Emma Hardinge Britten, on her departure 
from England to America, last fall. Gerald Massey’s ap
pearance in such a scene-and Situation, surrounded by the 
noblesse of the land, and supported by a crowd of eminent 
scientists, literati, and leading men and women, feil like a 
thundcrbolt upon the gaping toadies who are so eager to 
echo the question, “ What great ones of. earth believe in 
these Spiritualists 1 ” But that Mr. Massey should follow 
up his dbbui in the public ranks of Spiritualism, by har- 
ranguing delighted audiences again and again in its de- 
fense, has been almost as much of a blow to the fossilized
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leaders of royal associations for the Conservation of opin- 
ions and-the exclusion of ideas, as to see Professors Wal
lace, Varley, and Crookes putting on the whole annor of 
Spiritual faith, and deserting the rahks of the scientists 
who doubt the existence of their own souls, because they 

• A cannot detecf them with a microscope, pound them in a
1 mortar, or cut them up with dissecting knives. '

£ t Mr. James Morse, a spiritually made, spiritually in- 
structed young man, with one of the most able and inter
esting of gifte as a trance medium that the cause can 
boast of, has been industriously traversing the length and 
breadth of England, giving admirahle discourses on the 
philosophy of Spiritualism, confounding the skeptic, and 
bringing back from every point encouraging accounts of 
the progress of the cause.

In France Spiritualism is but slowly reviving from the 
stock of war, and the pall of materialism that the ascend- 
ency of. atheistic ideas,,gained duririg the late sanguinary

• struggle, spread over it An esteemed correspondent, 
‘ writing from Paris, says, —

We have been somewhat disappointed in our too eager antidpatjons 
of Spiritual revivalism from the residence of D. D. Home amongst us. 
We have been informed thai ill health has, to some extent, absorbed bis 
powere, and our French Spiritualists feel Borrowftü that Indisposition 
should assail an instrnment once so susceptible of producing heavenly 
tones for the benefit of mankind. A haunted house in tbe neighborhood 
of the Rue St Honore, and some boisterous Spiritual manifestations 
through the ‘mediumship of Mlle. Reynard, a little girl only ten years of 
age, have stined up, to some extent, the sluggish depths of our matenalis-' 
tic tendencies ; but we live in hopes of better things in the good time 
coming.............  '

I was present at the anniveraary of the death —or the “new birth,” 
which drall I call it ? — of Mons. Allen Karden, and I must confess I was 
astonished at the nnmber and respectability of the gathering that assem- 

- .bled at Pere la Chaise on that occasion.
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I could not call these gentlemen Spiritualists.; neither ap I regard the 

different societies of which they were the delegates as Spiritual sodeties. 
- That doctrine which admits, as a contingency even, ftiat the soul of him 

they had met to honor might at that moment he uttermg its wail of sor- 
°' row and its protest against the pains of mortal existence, as a newly bdrn 

habe, in the arms of some human mother who had not the shghtestknowh 
edge of Allen jCardec, his narae, country, or identity, totally destroyCd, to 
my tnind, all ouAexalted hopes and beliefs in the idea that we coul<| still 

’ comtnunicate with his spirit, and made the tears of hü widow aignificant, 
'from the fact that, if his doctrine is true, it is tantamount to the aunihila- 
tion of identity, love, and all ties of affection; in fact; to my perhaps illog- 

. ical conceptions of reincarnaiion, Allen Kardec is blotted ontforever, and 
< who or what his soul may now be, mattere not or ever will again, to those 

' who once knew him as Allen Kardec. ....

The El Crilerw Espiritizta, a Spiritual paper published at 
Madrid, without, we are sorry to say, a very liberal meed 
of suppo^ announces that a society of Spiritualists at 
Seville, entitled the Espiritista SeviKana are about to at- 
temnl holding public meetings for the dissemination of 
thevfepiritual philosophy.

X/There are many learned, and some powerlul supporters, 
of Spiritualism in Spain: a few good phyrical, arid some 
interesting speaking and writing mediums; but the bit
ter Opposition which progressive ideas have experienced, 
both from political and ecclesiastical sources, and the 
deplorable ignorance of the lower classes on all religious 
ideas but such as are communicated through, or sanc- 
tioned by the priests, Tenders the experiment of publicly 
preaching Spiritualism a somewhat hazardous one.

A Turkish lady residing at Constantinople has written 
to a friend in America, soliciting Information concerning 
some of her Spiritual experiences, and curiously enough 
inqriires if her American correspondent can put her in 
communication with any Spiritualists or Spiritual circles 
in Turkey. We have an assured knowledge that Spirit
ual circles are held in the exclusive and ■mcomalible 
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recesses' of the royal harem; also, that ’ certain British 
residente, and one American .family in, or near Cönstanti- 
nople, hold sdances in their dwellings every week; but 
how far these could be rendered accessible to our cor- 
respondent, we, are unable to say.

. .In Dr. G. L. Ditson’s deeply. interesting articles on 
foreign Spiritual Journals, in the Barner of läghi, he 
alludes to the claim of one Mons. Perusini, of Battaglia, 
near Padua, to have discovered a new method of experi- 
menting with mirrors and a glase of water, so as to facili- 
tate spiritual sight, and procure the faculty of seeing 
spirits more readily than through natural clairvoyance. ..

The experibnces of the writer in this magazine known 
as “Austria,” have included a great many experiments 
in the same direction; in fact, no one in our own age has , 
devoted more time or study to the attempt to develo’p 
spiritual sight through artificial means, than this well 
skilled student into psychologicäl mysteries.

The details of some of this gentieman’s remarkable ex
periments will be given hereafter, but for the present we 
must be content with stating that his opinion tallies with 
that of a great many thoughtful Spiritualist», who affirin 
that, however useful crystals and other shining objects 

. may be in fixing the natural eye, and helping to mag- 
netize the seer, the real secret of spiritual sight lies 

C\ hidden within the realm of special organizations, and that 
the individual who can see spirits with these extraneous 
aids, has the faculty by nature, and those who can never > 
see them in crystals, etc., can never see them at all To 
this conclusion we devoutly say amen.
' In the same article, Dr. Ditson reports that the people . 
of Lichtenberg, also in Reschnoog (Alsace), and other 
places, have been visited by a remarkable phenomenon. ■ 
The apparition of crosses, death’s heads, coffins, swords, •
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and pistols, have been seen by hundreds of persons at the 
same time. An immense excitement has been caused by 
these visions, increased by the fact that similar forms 
have been photographed on the panes of glass in over 
one; hündred different houses. . .

A private letter from the Grand Duchy of Baden to 
one of our staff relates that a very skeptical gentleman, 
who took the trouble to travel some sixty miles to in- 

• spect ‘ these mysterious window .panes, returned quite 
Convinced that the forms they exhibited could have been 

. produced ,by no ordinary or known scientific process. 
On arriving at his own hörne, from Steinbach, our cor- 
respondent states that a most ghastly and impulsive 

• figure appeared several times on the wiildow pane of 
his library,- and though he has- had the glass removed 
and broken up with exorcisms and solemn - religious 
ceremonies, it.has returned on fresh panes five several 
timea He adds: “Our prayers have^fceen at last an

, swered.' The demon has disappeared from the glass since. 
three days past, but the saints only know whether it may

■ not return again, to torture us with its frightful image.”

In no part of the continent does«belief in spirit com- 
munion seem to take a deeper or more healthful tone, 
than in Holland. Mr. D. D. Home visited this country 
some years ago, and received from royalty the niost 
flattering marks of esteem. Since then, some members • 
of the royal family have .been earnest investigators. in 
their own and other countries, and the American Spirit- 
ualists visiting Europe- will have abundant reason to re- 
member the generous and.-enthusiastic inteyest which 
several of the savants and distinguished liwKali of Holland 
have manifested in Spiritualism.

. Within the last few years, sev.eral «feocietiäs for the 
Investigation • of the phenomena have been formed in
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Holland, and some interesting specimens of Spiritual 
literature, have been given through the press.

A new semi-private circle, though it seems not to be 
«■ prudent to call it a socidy, has been recently formed in 

Vienna.' The medium is a young boy, reported to 
exhibit marvelous powers of a physical force character, 
and his manjfestations, like those of 'Mr. Home, have the 
advantage of being produced in the light. '

A lady of distinguished position in -Pesth, has recently 
been favored by musical influences of a high ord^r, and C 

. a few weeks ago a M.. Martien, one of her circle, writes: 
, “ On seating herseif at her harp, awaiting., the divine 

afflatus, the Instrument itself was swept hy ixandhje per
formers as if by winds, and for a space of over fifteen ’ 
minutes gusts of the 'most delicious music, ranging from

. the lowest bass to the highest freble, filled the saton, in the 
presence of upwards of twenty astonished and awe-struck 
witnesses.” ‘ > • •

We have selected specimen Jottings of foreign Spirit- 
ualism and its progress in Europe, from a vast amount of 
correspondence, filled with details of facts, mediumistic 
developments, specimens of direct and mediumistic writ- 

. ing, and accounts of the' different Journals now springing 
up in every countiy in Europe. It may be asked why 
we occupy space by reiterating details with which the 
experiences of every well informed American Spiritualist 
have long been crowded. We answer, when the aspect 
of the times in which we live abounds with signs, all 

• pointing in one difection, we deem it a debt due to 
posterity, if it be a matter of but little interest to our- 
selves, to gather up and record the prevalenoe of those 
signs which become index fingers, all pointing to the
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mighty religious refbrtn which fiiture geperations will 
reap the fruits of. It is all of Hut little use, perhaps, ' 
ähose who can only denve present amusement by 

rving the curiosity or novelty of the thing. ' Of 
less interest to the politician, scientist, merchant, 

_ . or trader, who caupot convert these signs into special 
's t pföfit in his special calling, but of infinite use are they to 

mankind, considered as .a part of the chain of causation, 
• . the links of which arebeing forged, one by one, in all the 

“ various Workshops of civilization, and when bröught to- 
gether in generations to come, forming the öne unitary 
cable which will' bind humanity to the world of spirits, 
God, and angels.

It was not oür Intention to weave any facts of our own. 
immediate surroundings into this wreath of exotic blos- 
soms, but the explanation we have felf called upon to 
give of the deep significance which the Spiritualistic 
signs imply to posterity, reminds us of a valuable contri- 
bution- to the world of progressive thought recently \ 

' issued by our brave and indefatigable fellow-laborer, Giles \ 
Stebbins, of Detroit, Michigan, entitled “ The Bible of the

' Ages.” . . '
Mr. Stebbins has gathered together the precious relics 

of many eras, even as we ahn, in a far more insignificant . 
way, to assemble together on one page the gleanings of 
many places. He has placed, side by side, the metaphys- 
ics of ancient Hindostan and modern America: the 
wisdom of the Egyptians, and-i the no less instructive ‘ 
counsels of a Channing and Wmttier. Here are the in- 
spired utterances of a Plato and Pythagoras, matched by.

• the sublime humanitarianism öf a Theodore Parker and 
Thomas Starr King. A. J. Davis’s ^lorious spiritual

' illümination pales not beside phe Inspiration of Mo
hammed, and the Talmud and Rabbiiycal writings gain 

- force, rather than lose it, by approximation with their

I
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illustrioüs commentator, Colenso. Confucius, Zoroaster, 
and Seneca, Youmans, William Denton, and Lydia Maria 
Child, Luther, Zschokke, and Emma Hardinge, Aristotle, 
Swedenborg, and Cora L. V. Tappan, do not read in ob- 
jectionable contrast, or even dissimilarity of .exalted In
telligence, when they are massed together in a “ Bible of 
the Age's,” selected by profound research and-jüdicious 
schölarsbip like that displayed by Giles Stebbins. The 
age • owes this admirable thinker a mighty debt for a 
production of so much value, and one so well calculated 
to annihilate the inflated and visionary halo of reverence 
which. mankind has thrown around the antique, and give 
the teächings of truth and wisdom for what they may"be 
worth, not for the value of the age in which they were 
written, or the number of.years since-they were thought 
but. .
i’ It may here be due to the reader, whoSe attention we 
have called to this fine work, to say that the “ Bible of 
the Ages ” can be procured of Giles B. Stebbins, the 
Compiler, Detroit, Michigan, or of Win. White & Co., 
Banner of Light office. And now, reader, we take our leave, 
for the second time, of the unfamüiar, but none the less 
esteemed patrons of The Western Stab, eamestly and 
honestly commending its contents to the wnsideration of 
the reflecting Spiritualist, and reverently waiting for. the 
descent of a fresh mantle of inäpiration, to enable us to 
meet and greet our readers with the approaching month’s 
issue. . Osibis.

Notr The proprietors of -The Western Stab beg to 
state thatthe permanence of their undertaking, for one 
twelverqfmth at least, has been guaranteed by those who 
mean what they promise. •
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